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AN
KENTUCKY
CITY

Credited With Saving Fellow Camper's Life

wt.!

Calloway ROTC Cadets
Receive Heroism Award

Two Calloway County High School ed, Hudson said he felt
it would be in
Junior ROTC cadets who attended six to nine months.
Camp Atterbury, Ind., may received
The medal is so prestigious that
honors they did not expect.
about two are awarded each year.
Russell Usher and Mike Lamb were
CPR is part of the JROTC inrecommended by camp commander struction at Calloway
County High
Col. Donald B. Clark, director of School. Hudson admitted
that this was
military instruction for the In- one time when the
instruction "paid
dianapolis school system, for the off."
JROTC Heroism Award,the JROTC's
Usher and Lamb were two of 25
equivalent to the medal of honor, after cadets attending the
14-day camp. Apsaving a fell-ow camper's life.
proximately 419 .cadets, male and
On Wednesday, the camper fell female, from 32
schools in Kentucky,
from the diving board into the camp Ohio, Indiana and
Tennessee parpool and laid on the pool's floor for ticipated in the
leadership-oriented
three to fourth minutes.
camp.
Usher pulled the camper out and he
The three major aspects of the
and Lamb performed cardio- camp are leadership
training, leaderpulmonary resuscitation. Other ship problems and
leadership
Calloway cadets assisted before the teaching. Military
aspects take up a
camper was taken to the hospital.
small portion of the camp.
Life guards were on duty at the
The cadets take part in a three-day
pool.
survival training exercise, located in
Chief Bill Hudson, head of the CCRS the woods of the 60,000
-acre former
JROTC department, said doctors World War II camp, where
they build
later reported that the camper will be their own shelters and cook
their own
alright.
food.
'
The Heroism award was recomAlso included are rappelling and firmended by Clark and requires ap- ing of M-60 machine
guns, M-16 rifles
proval for the secretary of the army and 22-caliber pistols.
and from the president of the-United
In the entire camp, Jimmy Barrow
States. If the honors are to be bestow- placed first in
the pistol shooting.

Todd Mlbritten and Mark Barrow
each were first in their respective platoons in rifle fire.
Calloway cadets Brad Haley, Larry
Gooch and Craig Garland each
entered officers candidate school
training and were promoted to cadet
second lieutenants.
Cadets were given experience with
gas masks and allowed to walk
through a gas chamber. Hudson said
the exercise was supervised and caused no threat to the cadets.
JROTC instructors oversaw all activities but did not lead the platoons
through the exercises, allowing
cadets to gain leadership experience.
National Guard infantry drill instructors also were on hand at the
camp. The meals were prepared by
army cooks.
Other activities during the two
weeks included bivouacs, patrolling,
night vision exercises, care and cleaning of equipment, organized athletics,
four-hour canoe trip, construction of a
rope bridge, barracks inspections and
chapel services.
At the end of camp, the cadets were
given Camp Atterbury T-shirts and
the "silver musket award," symbolizing completion of the two-week camp.

1981 FAIR QUEEN AND HER
COURT — Carol Spann (left
photo), daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Hal Spann, was selected the 1981 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Queen
Friday. Spann was one of 39
girls entered in the annual contest. (Bottom photo) 1980 Fair
Queen Donna Swift (standing),
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Swift, crowns the new
queen with second runner-up
Laura Ann Brown (seated left),
daughter of Mr. And Mrs.
Gerald Brown; and first runnerup Suzanne Pitman (seated
right), daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
W.J. Pitman. (See related
photos on Page 10.)
Photos By Jennie Gordon

Goodbye To An Old Friend:

Dale-Stubblefield Closes
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
After Friday's auction, Robert
Stubblefield put a consoling arm
around his mother as they both stood
in the drug store doorway and stared
out at Murray's court square as if to
say goodbye to an old friend.
The Dale-Stubblefield Drug Co.
closed its doors last night for the final
time, ending almost 100 years of service to the community.
According to owner Vernon C. Stubblefield Jr., the store was first
established about 1885 by Zeke Dale
and a man named Woodruff. Then
Zeke's son, Charley, bought into the
business along with Morgan Martin.
"My dad started to work as a clerk
in 1900," Stubblefield said as he explained how his family got its start in
the drug store business. Five years
later, Martin went to California and
Vernon C. Sr. purchased his share of
the store. And its been the DaleStubblefield Drug Co. ever since.
The store came under full ownership of the Stubblefield family when
Charley Dale sold his home and his
part of the store to Vernon C. Sr. in
1931, but the new owner decided not to
change the company name.
He worked in the store until he was
92 years old, according to his eldest
son, Vernon C. Jr., and died at the age
of 96 in 1976. Before his death, he was
the oldest operating pharmacist in the
state. Vernon C. Jr., who graduated in
1931 from the University of Kentucky
College of Pharmacy, took over after
his father's death.
Vernon Sr. had two other sons.

Frank A. Stubblefield,served 20 years
as congressman from Kentucky's
First District, before his death in 1976.
'.`..itnd Robert J. Stubblefield, who is a
surgeon in Memphis.
The present owner said he was
relieved his two sons were not going to
carry on the family tradition of owning the store because of recent hard
times.
Stubblefield said the advent of chain
stores has hurt his business, and he
predicted it will soon affect other drug
stores across the country.
One son, Vernon S., is a professor of
forensic chemistry at Eastern Kentucky University, and the other,
Robert V., is a partner in Billy's
Barbecue in Lexington. Pharmacy
still runs in the family, however, as
Robert's wife Jane is a pharmacist for
Begley's in Lexington.
The owner said he's seen "tremendous change" during his many years
at the store and that from the '20s to
the '60s the drugstore was the place to
buy your upfront goods." The owner
said families used to come to his store
to buy toothpaste and other essentials.
But groceries and chain
establishments
had
virtually
eliminated that income for drug
stores.
But the 75-year-old Stubblefield said
he would continue operating -the store
if his health had been better and if his
wife, Charlotte, didn't have to work as
much.
Mrs. Stubblefield said the drug
store used to be the social gathering
place for the women of Murray. Dur-

ing the 1940s, women would come to
the store to prepare their corn and
butter beans and drink Coca-Cola
every morning from 9 to 10:30.
She said the women would do their
work at "a big glass Victorian table"
and then rush home to prepare dinner.
But, as times changed, Mrs. Stubblefield said people slowly got out of
the habit of meeting at the store.
Now people are too busy," she said.
"They don't have time for that
anymore."
Mrs. Stubblefield also said she
wanted to.thank all of the family's
friends who came to the auction and
gave their support.
Dale-Stubbelefield prescription
files are now available at Clinic Pharmacy.
The building has been rented to the
Blackford Art Gallery, formerly
located in the Dixieland Shopping
Center. Jayne Blackford, daughter of
owner Gladys, said after the auction
that renovation on the store will begin
next week. She said the remodeling
will include the basement,and she added the gallery's opening is tentatively scheduled for Aug. 1.
Although everything was sold at the
auction, one piece will stay behind to
jog the memory of the DaleStubblefield Drug Co.
The Blackford's purchased the
stainless steel soda fountain for $5,000
and said they will continue to serve
refreshments once their gallery
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An
opens. When asked why an art gallery
would buy a drug store soda fountain, authority on earthquakes says the
Jayne Blackford just smiled and said, odds are that an earthquake of the intensity of one along the New Madrid
"It's tradition."
Fault 86 years ago will strike by the
year 2000.

Odds Good inside today
For Quake
today's index
In Region

The 1895 quake measured 6.2 on the
Richter scale, and caused widespread
damage along the fault, located under
portions of Arkansas, Kentucky, Tennessee and Illinois.
St. Louis University professor Dr.
Otto Nuttli, one of the world's
foremost earthquake authorities, said
there is a 65 percent chance that a
quake as strong as that in 1895 will hit
west Kentucky and the adjoining area
in the next 20 years.
Nuttli also said there is a 50 percent
chance that a quake of the intensity of
the one that devastated south Italy
last year will occur in the New Madrid
Fault area by the turn of the century.
The Italian quake, which killed 3,000
people, measured 6.8 on the Richter
scale.,4
Nuttli spoke Friday at an earthquake seminar sponsored by the Kentucky League of Women Voters at
Kentucky Dam Village State Resort
Park. He said his purpose was not to
alarm, but to acquaint people with the
possibility of a damaging earthquake
and to encourage them to prepare.
The most susceptible areas for a
severe quake are the 10 westernmost
counties in Kentucky, said Nuttli, but
he cautioned that earthquakes can
also occur along the Wabash and Illinois Basin faults in south Indiana
and south Illinois.

•
SOLD — Auctioneer Dan Miller's fast talking helped the Dale-Stubblefield Drug Store sell the last stock items
and all indoor furnishings. The store, one of Murray's first establishments, closed Friday after nearly 100 years
of service.(Photo by John Salerno)
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Sunny and hot today. Highs
around 90 degrees. Clear and
warm tonight. Lows in the low
70s. Sunny, hot and humid Sunday with highs in the low 90s.
Variable winds tending towards
the north today and light and
variable tonight. Winds
southwest around 10 mph Sunday.
Extended Forecast
Chance for thundershowers
Sunday and .Monday. Continued
hot and humid. Highs from the
mid 80 to low 90s, and lows in the
upper 60s to mid 70s.

POST OFFICE DEED — Postal officials

transferred ownership of the
old post office building at Fourth and Maple
Streets to the

Calloway
County Fiscal Court Friday. Pictured in front
of the building are (from
left) Sheila Foster; Dottie Aate; Sue
Outland; Ginny Morgan; county
attorney Max Parker; Mike Lents,
superintendent of postal operations
in Murray; E. Miler Carboit, U.S. Postal
Service leal estate manager;
and Calloway County ludge-Executiye
Robert O.Miller. The building
will be used to house cobrt and counfy
offices
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An electronic bagpipe has
been invented, says Jim
Scott, an exporter of Scottish
paraphernalia. He said electronic pipes have a black box
instead of a cowhide bag and
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. batteries that
adjust pitch
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am some
and volume. However, he
sound
knowledge
Ala,
if
possible,
children
a sophomore in high school
under 8 years of age should won't be selling the new
and very active athletically. about weight gam.
You
said
you
want
to
gain
not
be given tetracyclines, pipes. Many othis customers
particiOne of the sports I
pate in is going to require muscle. That means you do because it can stain the would consider them heresy,
me to bulk up in the next not want to gain fat and you developing permanent teeth. he said, noting that an
five months before the sea- should not. Evidently, you It will not stain the teeth of earlier attempt to market
Miss Lisa Labrie McAdoo
son begins. I weigh approxi- want to gain about four adults after the teeth have plastic bagpipes failed.
pounds
of
muscle
a
month
South Fulton; Tenn., and
to
of
developed.
and
mately 170 pounds
David L. Knolton of Medina,
would like to put on 20 meet your goal or about one
Term., have chosen Aug. 72
pounds of muscle. I'm 6 feet pound of muscle a week.
reasonable
2. I realize I must weight
as the date of their garden
Remember that one pound
train. Please send a diet or
wedding to be held at the
some foods and vitamins I of actual muscle (not fat)
home
of her grandmother,
contains
only
600
calories
should use to bulk up as
and that includes its 100
Mrs. Sue McAdoo, in
quickly as possible.
grams of protein. Most of
Puryear, Tenn.
DEAR READER - I the
weight of lean muscle is
and
enthusiasm
Parents of the couple are
admire your
water. So your body needs
. hope you can match it with an
Rev. and Mrs. Paul
the
additional 104 grams of
McAdoo of South Fulton,
protein a week that is availSir Christopher Wren, the able for muscle growth.
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Bilgreat English architect, laid Since your daily requireKnolton of Medina,Tenn.
ly
the first stone of the present ment is only 56 grams, it is By Abigail Van Buren
A graduate of South Fulton
St. Paul's Cathedral in Lon- clear that if you get 100
High School, the bride-elect
don in 1675. A church which grams of good quality proMurray State
attended
tein
a day that will be far
had stood on the site since
is presently
University
and
more than adequate. You
the 13th century was will need enough
employed by the Fulton
calories
destroyed in the Great Fire from whatever source of London in 1666. The last carbohydrates, fat or proShe is the granddaughter
stone on the new building tein - to meet your calorie DEAR ABBY: My husband and I will celebrate our 40th of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Linn
was not put in place until reiuirements no the Protein wedding anniversary soon. Our children plan a party for us of Murray, and of Mrs. Sue
1710 by Wren's son, but the will be available for muscle in the social hall of our church.
McAdoo of Puryear, Tenn.,
building.
"NoA few years ago you ran a sample invitation in your
entire building was finished in The in
and
the late Clifton McAdoo.
oni
tainio
y role or
of vbitotalniinsding
nthatlI liked very much. It was a nice way of saying
under the direction of one
Dollie Linn of Murray
Mrs.
ease.
gifts, p
master mason.
body tissues, including Wilt you please run it again? I'm sure others will find it is the great grandmother of
muscles, is to serve as catathebride-elect.
jysts in enzyme systems so helpful, too. Thank you.
ABBY FAN
Bargain Matinees
Mr. Knolton is a graduate
your cells can use the energy
Medina High School. He is
of
in your food. If you eat a
Sat. 8 Sun. 2:00
it is:
presently employed by ABA
well-balanced diet you will DEAR FAN: Here
Cheri 8 Cine
have sufficient vitamins and
Food Distribution Services
DEAR READERS: I have stated many times that
minerals.
of Memphis,Tenn.
an
.50
improper
on
S1
Seats
was
All
You Deed to understand any mention whatsoever of gifts
Grandparents of the
gifts,
"No
forthright
the
includes
This
invitation.
the principles of weight
suggesview)
my
are Mrs. Ethel
(in
tasteless
groom-elect
the
as
well
as
11IW.
training and weight gain please,"
other type of gift. Johnson of Medina, Tenn.,
any
to
preferred
is
cash
that
tion
The
in
included
are
2:00Sat.,Suas.
which
+
7:20,9:30
Health Letter number 5-4, Many sent sample invitations in which gifts were and the late J. D. Johnson,
Weight Training for Energy mentioned. Below are two that changed my mind: and of Mrs. Ann Knolton of
and Weight Control, which I "Jane and Bob Smith invite you to dine with us on Medina, Tenn., and the late
am sending you. Others who the evening of June 1 at our home at 7 p.m.
Willie F. Knolton.
want this issue can send 75 "It is in celebration of our 20th wedding anniverrespectWe
gift.
cherished
a
stamped,
is
friendship
cents with a long,
sary. Your
self-addressed envelope for fully request no other."
Central C tr • 153.3314
it to me,in care of this news- "The children of Iver and Helen Dahl invite you to
Mr* Thaw.
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio celebrate with them the 50th wedding anniversary of
7:15,9:15 + 2:00SAC.,Sun.
City Station, New York, NY their parents. A reception will be held May 7, at 2
Huai,'glass who ?mos
10019.
p.m., at the Elmhurst Country Club.
obw mow.*
As The Health Letter I am "We request your help in compiling a book which
ow.how.
foncett
sending you explains, the recalls memories from our parents' first 50 years of
Dam
most important aspect of marriage. On the enclosed sheet, we ask that you
IRA G. CORN,JR.
weight training is how you write one memory or experience that you have
train. You need a good pro- shared with them and return it to us by April 26. We
gram that uses the maxi- believe that the loving memories they have shared
Frusta broke
NORTH
mum strength of your mus- with you, their friends, would be the most treasured
The road to success is
•K 102
FOR MONDAY,JULY 11,1381
cles enough to promote gift they could receive; therefore, we request that no filled with women pushing
•K 87632
growth. Excessive exercise
What
kind
of
day
will tamer- scompto
their husbands along." •8 5
other gift be sent."
often defeats the purpose
row be? To find out what the (Oct.23 to Nov.21) Illet•V
•8 4
Thomas R. Dewar.
and slows the optimal musstars say, read the forecast
You're inclined to be overlyWEST
EAST
cle development.
given for your birth Sign.
secretive now. Be less
•Q97 5 4 3
•A J
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
suspicious of others. Partners
•Q J 9 5 4
like to pass on some very valuable
was wondering if there is DEAR ABBY: I would
•A 9 9
ARIES
•7
411/R.411% are supportive and career
themselves in the
find
might
who
women
to
There
was
some
experience
pushing
•Q 9 5 3
any danger in taking 250 mg
•AK1076
(Mar.21 to 41'49) !e-sik_
luck is ahead.
ago.
by both sides when a husof tetracycline twice a day same situation I was in 10 years
Others
may
try
to
change
SOUTH
SAGITTARIUS
xtrtgeO•
dined
was.
wined,
band and wife pair won the
•8 6
for a long period of tiny._ I As an attractive 55-year-old widow, I
your mind. Watch ad far the (Nov.22toDec.21)
He
608..
early
his
widower
in
desirable
Grand
National
Championvery
by
a
courted
•
and
A
10
started taking tetracycline
possibility of ulterfOr motives.
Don't let 'Wheeler-dealers
•K Q 110842
eight years ago for my com- proposed marriage to me on the condition that his children ship this year. Bob and HelEvening favors romance and talk you into an unwise invest*
J
2
en Blakely of Columbia,
,
plexion and am still taking approved of me.
leisure-time fun.
ment. Make travel plans and
it. Can you advise me as to Well, I passed their inspection with flying colors, but now Miryland won the prestiTAURUS
enjoy
a movie or concert with
ki
ppm,
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: (Apr.20 to
whether I should stop or is it I wish I hadn't. When he was well, his children came first. gious title, crediting their West.
May 20) --WI,friendly companions.
The
bidding:
well
developed
system,
luck
OK for me to keep taking it? Now that he's sick, he's all mine.
Covorker oversteps their CAPRICORN
STUCK and hard work for their West North East South
DEAR READER - ff you
position. Others could twist (Dec.22to Jan. 19)
Pass
success. The Grand National 2*
4*
5*
have gotten along with it for
your words. Be shrewd. FarniDon't underestimate the
eight years it sounds like you DEAR STUCK: Nobody gets a lifetime guarantee of Championship is a nation- Pass Pass Dbl. All
ly life and romance are both competition. Others can be unpass
favored,
are not likely to have any of good health. You could have become sick and been wide contest beginning with
fair in business. Enyoy special
local and regional eliminathe rare complications from all his.
GEMINI
so
times alone with someone
Opening
lead:
Nine
of
tions with a final held at the
taking tetracyclines. You
(May 21 to June 20) 1/
4
* dear to your heart.
spades
7:15, 9:45 + 2:00Set.,Sun.
site of the ACBL Spring
should know that it increasDon't test one who is really AQUARIUS
Championships. Today's
sensitivity to the sun
es
your
sincere.
Once you overleaf* (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
ROGER MOORE=
take another spade, another
you may be more suscepYou could receive the wrong
DEARABBY: I would like to know if I am living with a good score helped theni on club and the ace of trumps your suspicions, you'll have a
_LAMES BOND 0077 so
to victory.
happy time. Snare romantic advice now. Heed your own
tible to getting a sunburn.
talented poet or an incurable woman-chaser.
Helen Blakely (West) for down five for a score of 'sentiments.
You should also be careful
FOR
R
LS
-counsel. Accept invitations.
My husband and I are in our middle years, and I thought
opened a rather undiscip- 1400.
tetracyclines
CANCER
not
to
take
love
You're popular. Enjoy
hundred
1„...4
several
desk
his
in
found
I
until
faithful
("IA. zzise,° , during a pregnancy. The him
This result was good (June 21 to July 22)
lined weak two bid and Bob
romance and good fellowship.
he admits he composed himself. Some are as bland as pushed
poems
che.nuts,• 753-3310
enough
to
tie
for
top
score
Though things look slow at Foca
right on to a game
tetracycline will cross
popcorn, but most are more like enchiladas!
through the placenta and unsaltedimpassioned paeans of pleading, praise and ecstasy which would make easily. on this hand and was one of work, a good opportunity (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
Late Show Tonite 11:40
Thew
the many excellent results could arise
can affect the developing
You can afford to bypass
more than a dozen women-Ginny, South didn'tknow bow much compiled by the victorious hours. Feel after business
Adutt Ensertainment
?baby. And it may stain the contain the names of
strength
free to mix questionable business proposihis
side
had
(the
insists,
are
he
etc.
All,
Florence,
Edna,
Jackie,
Linda,
Julie,
couple.
I 8 Or Over Only
business and pleasure.
jump to game might have
.baby teeth a yellow color.
tions. A legitimate opportunicasual encounters about whom he has fantasized.
LEO
been a preempt), so he tried
ty could come your way by the
for
all
whatsoever
foundation
is
no
there
Bid with Cara
Is it possible that
(July 23 to Aug.22)
five diamonds; hoping the
end of the day.
these torrid "love affairs" he so vividly described in his cost would not be too great.
One-upmanship is the name
7:45—Start8:15 poems? Just how much "poetic license" should one be It was a miscalculation he South holds:
YOU BORN TODAY are
of the game. Don't get caught
DRIVE citea
—tiie— iifaurrom permitted?
up in the power schemes of both artistic and practical. Al
would later regret.
-IN
•A J
POET'S WIFE Declarer - rose with
others. Enjoy wonderful times times you have difficulty
•Q J 9 5 4
reconciling these two sides of
with a romantic companion.
dummy's spade king to
.7
You're never
your nature, but you will sucDEAR WIFE: Poets have vivid imaginations, but East's ace and East deciVIRGO
•A K 1076
ceed if you like your work.
(Aug.23to Sept.22) nP
too young to
the only way you can determine whether your phered what the unusual
You are slow to reveal your Find something you care
husband is fantasizing or philandering is to catch him lead of nine meant. With
learn the
hand, and this could cause about, and then let your pracin the latter. Meanwhile,renew his license and forget many lower spades to lead, South North
problems with a family ticality make a success of it!
it.
obviously the nine was
score.
member. Confide in those You're especially effective
CONFIDENTIAL TO S. AT HONEYWELL: Be intended as a suit preferwhom you know you can trust. when motivated by an ideal.
ence
signal
occasion.
for
the
higher
careful-on every conceivable
ANSWER: One heart. With LIBRA
You'll work unsparingly for
ranking side suit. East two five card suits, open in
the cause you espouse. In(Sept.23to Oct.22)
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your responded by leading the the higher ranking suit.
Don't be arrogant or you'll terior decorating, jewelry, anchest. Write to Abby: 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite heart four, a suit preference
--5000, Hawthorne,Calif.90250. For a personal reply, signal -of his own. West Send bridge questions to The Aces. receive a comeuppance. Be tiques and publishing are
some of the businesses allied
lease enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope. ruffed and led back a club to P0 Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75225. less concerned about self- to the arts that may appeal to
importance.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Evening
hours
East'l king Ond enjoyed for reply.
accent happy social occasions. you.
another heart ruff. With'
four tricks already home, it
was now an easy matter to
Adults 146
Murray.
Nursery 8
Stephanie Simmons, 1503
7-7-81
•
Danbury Road, Murray;
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS James Richard !Umbra, Rt.
Carter, baby girl (Patsy) 5, Murray; Jack L.
in
Rt. 9, Memory Lane,Benton. Crawford, Rt. 4, Paris,
CLEAVER BOY
McKinney, baby girl Tenn.; Mrs. Katharine BonMr.
and Mrs. Max Cleaver
5,
Box
2239,
(Jeanie) Rt.
ner, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
of
Murray
Route 8 are the
Murray.
Dora F. Houser, Rt. 1, Benparents
of
a baby boy,
Billington, baby boy ton; Mrs. Amy Elizabeth
Reilesaise
risvco ENABASS'Y
Russell Lovett, weighing
Anita) Rt. 8, Box 70, Mur- Slane,Rt.8, Murray.
seven pounds 14 ounces,
ray.
Mrs. Nellie S. Fields, Rt, 1,
measuring 2W4 inches, born
DISMISSALS Sedalia; Aaron G. Moody,
on
Friday, July 3, at 3:58
James A. Burns, Rt. 2, Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs. Goldie
a.m.
at the MurrayBuchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Pat- A. Edwards, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Gary Lockwood
ty A. Van Ness and baby girl, Mrs. Bertie G. Roberts, Rt. Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
1422-A Stadium View Drive, 3, Murray; Mrs. Dixie M.
1
2.0).9ne
Murray; Mrs. Opal S. Hart, Pogue, 509 South Seventh Ashley Lynn,3/
T
he
father
is
a
r of
Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Linda C. Street, Murray; Walter L.
Cleaver
Construction
ComWilson, 506 Gordon Street, Mills. Hazel.
pany, Inc. The mother, the
Paris,Tenn.; Mrs. Sharon 0.
former
Kathy Lovett, is a
Robert
T.
Howard,
Fern
3, Calvert City.
FIVE ACAINST A THOUSAND... Gordon,Rt.B.
Clark, 2208 Terrace Lodge, Murray; Lee substitute teacher in the
Nathan
Calloway County School
THE ODDS ARE EVEN.
Edinborough Drive, Mur- W. Lassiter, 506 Vine Street,
System.
Murray;
Mrs.
Floy
M.
Kee,
ray; Edward Seeley, Rt. 1,
Grandparents are Mr. and
Kuttawa; Mrs. Joetta 505 Elm Street, Murray;
Mrs.
Hoyt CletiVer, Jr.,
Mrs.
Vada
S.
Christensen,
Johnson, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Wed. holy 15 is Family Nigh—lid.All The Rides
Almo Wand Mr. and Mrs.
Caileen N. Blackwell, Rt. 2, South Fulton, Tenn.;
RalpirD.
Loveii`of
Murray
As Moth As Teo Like For $3.00
Rt. 9, Benton; Mrs. Mary Vander L. Green, Rt. 4,
Route 8. Great grandparents
Thom
AMERICAN
CINEMA
Is Kid's Day
RELEASE
AN
Ann Anderson, 503 North Paris, Tenn.; Bob Hubbs are Mrs. Dommie
Cleaver
C 19131 Americo* Communicolions
(expired)
503 Chestnut and Mrs. Gracie Flood
—3114.Tickets For $1.00 Opining TtikiNktii.17th Street, Murray;
iligleeireeirmil.
of
Thomas C. Nesbitt, Rt. 4, Street, Murray.
Murray and Guy Smith of
Sponsored By The Jaycees
Almo

'Wedding Is Planned

Promoting muscle growth

Vows To Be Read
At Puryear Home

'No Gifts' Policy
Can Be Said Politely

Miss Lisa Labrie McAdoo
and David L. Knolton
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Community Events Listed

'-4--,s---1Jraffen-Gore Wedding Planned

Monday,July 13
Returning Students United
at Murray State University
will sponsor a Child Care
Task Force with an open
meeting planned at 11:30
a.m.in the Conference Room
Murray Squar-A-Naders of the Counseling and
will dance from 8 to 10:30 Testing Center. For informap.m. at the Woodmen of the tion call 762-6851.
World Hall.
Greater Paducah Chatper
Alcoholics Anonymous and of Parents Without Partners
Allmon will meet at 8 p.m. at will have a family fun day at
the we end of the Livestock Noble Park, Paducah, from
and Exposition Center.
7 to 10 p.m.

Saturday, July U
"Mummy Market" will be
presented by the Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old
freight depot of MurrayCalloway County Park.

• Vows To & Reacl
At Ziolis Cause
Baptist Church _

1

Mr. and Mrs. William
Draffen of Benton Route 4
announce the engagement
and approaching marriage
of their oldest daughter,
Keene Renee, to Russell Lee
Gore, son 6f Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Gore of Hardin Route 1.
Miss Draffen is a 1981
graduate of Marshall County
High School and is employed
at Draffen Floor Covering m
Draffenville.
Mr. Gore is also a 1981
graduate of Marshall County
High School and is employed
at Joe Todd Motor Sales in
Murray.
The vows will be solemnized by the Rev. Deward Hurst
at the Zions Cause Baptist
Church on Saturday, Aug. 15,
at 6 p.m. The reception will
immediately follow the
ceremony at the church
fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend. Only
out of town invitations will
be sent.

Murray Lodge No. 1(5
Free and Accepted Masons
will have a family picnic
starting at 2 p.m. at the new
Murray-Calloway County
Park. Each family is asked
to bring their own meat for
grilling. Activities including
rental of the park pool from 6
to 8 p.m. will be held.
Saturday,July 11
Events in Land Between
the Lakes will include
Return of the Winged Giants
at 2 p.m. at Center Station
and Lantern Tour at 8 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
Greater Paducah Chapter
of Parents Without Partners
will have a Luau at the home
of Patsy Parrott, Mayfield,
at 6:30 p.m. Each person is
asked to bring an Hawaiian
dish. For information call 1247-6599 or 1-247-8346.

Miss Keena Renee Draffen
and Russell Lee Gore
1111111111111MMHIMUMNIMINNIMUMMWHIMMOMIONNWINH4000000timmiemnIMMONSININIONNIMMO

Local County .tension
Agent In Home
Economics—
Jean Cloar
•
;
If you are a quilter, you
may have considered showing off your work at a quilt
exhibit or contest. But what
do judges look for in a quilt?
Make sure to buy enough
fabric before you begin your
quilt. Dye lots often don't

Make Your Quilt
A Prizewinner

a

Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship of Murray and
Calloway County will meet
at 9 a.m. at the Woodmen of
the World Hall, South Third
and Maple Streets. Dorothy
Myers will be speaker. All
women, men and children
are invited.

Guest Swim Day for 7th to
9th grades will be held at the
Oaks Country Club.

Events at MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
Fair will include Holestein
and Friesian Cattle Show at
6 p.m. and Mini Rod Tractor
Pull at 7 p.m.

Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.

Of Interest To

Senior Citizens

Recovery, Inc., will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. For information call 753-6333.
vrimun
Events at Murr;r"
Calloway County Jaycee
Fair will include District
Dairy Show for 4-H and
FFA; 4-H Rabbit Show at 5
The menus for the Nutrip.m.; official opening at 6:30
tion
Program for the Elderly
7
at
Pull
Tractor
Farm
p.m.;
and Meals on Wheels were
released today for the week
of July 13 to 17.
Meals are served at 12
United
Coldwater
Methodist Church Women noon at Douglas Center and
are scheduled to meet at 7:30 at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
Center, Monday through Frip.m. at the church.
day, and at 12 noon on TuesMary Rowlett Group of day and Thursday at the
Blood River Baptist Church Ellis Center. Meals are also
sent out each day.
Women will meet at 7 p.m.

Menus Listed

For Week At The Centers

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. Lunch will
be served at Hazel at 11:45
a.m. and at Douglas at 12
noon.
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 11:30
a.m. in the parking lot of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
to go to Barkley Lodge for
lunch.

Menus are as follows:
Monday — macaroni with
cheese,
hamburger,
tomatoes, and onion, mixed
vegetables, cole slaw, hot
roll, butter, raisins, milk,
coffee or tea.

Tuesday — chicken kish,
squash and tomatoes, mixed
greens, hot roil, butter,
honey dew, milk, coffee or.
tea.
Wednesday — lasagna,
fried mushrooms, tossed
salad, garlic bread, butter,
sliced peaches, milk, coffee
or tea.
Thursday — bar-b-que
chicken, baked beans,
french fries, hot roll, butter,
watermelon cubes,milk,coffee or tea.
Friday —macaroni cheese
and ham casserole, stewed
cabbage, baked sweet
potatoes, cornbread, butter,
pink apple sauce, milk, coffee or tea.

*****************************
For all your Travel Reservations Call

Local Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International
wilkneet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with a converted canibal to
be the speaker. All men, American Legion Post No.
women and children are in- 73 and Auxiliary will have
vited.
the annual picnic at 7 p.m. at
representing
the Legion Hall. Meat,
James Wainscott Family bread,and drinks will be fur- * American and International Traveltime *
Reunion will be held at the nished with the rest potluck. 1
****************Th**********
pavilion at the Paris Lan- Officers will be installed.
ding State Park. Meat will be
furnished and others are to
bring dishes for the potluck.

Most quilts need an accent
talent on poor materials. ExA quilt top that is too
color.
seems
p
cellent workmanshi
a certo emphasize the cheap look pale or too dark lacks
accent
an
that
character
tain
to
of poor fabrics. Don't try
save money on the lining color would provide.
doesn't
fabric either. Judges look at The quilting often
or appiecing
the
to
up
live
quilt
your
and
both sides,
the
Sometimes
plique.
will get worn on both sides,
in
win
To
true.
is
reverse
too.
Don't mix blends with cot- competition, both quilting
tons in the same quilt. They and piecing or applique must
,
don't have the same look and be high quality.
ry quilts,
when they are used together In contempora
not
sometimes
is
quilting
emphasizis
First 18 of 36 holes of the
this difference
effective
be
to
enough
close
Men's Medal Play Golf Toured. Generally, all-cotton
or func- nament with Larry Robinson
fabric gives a more aesthetic — either visually
it is
though
Even
tionally.
as chairman will be held at
appearance.
quilt
to
necessary
not
the Murray Country Club.
Use dark or printed linings
as closely
only on quilts that have polyester batting
to hold it
Third annual Kentucky
equally dark colors in the as cotton batting
still Lake American Indian Powquilting
close
together,
show
top. Linings that
makes the Wow, co-sponsored by Kenthrough can detract from the looks richer and
impressive.
more
quilt
tucky Western Waterlands
total appearance. In addishould be and Two Warriors Gift Shop,
tion, when you sew a light The quilting
to, har- will be at Pow-Wow Arena,
SEE US AT
patch to a dark patch, press planned to relate
,
enhance Highway 641 south of Kenand
with,
monize
,
the
the seam away from
quilt's top tucky Dam. Performances
light patch so it doesn't show the design of the
- not just used to fill empty will be at 2 and 8 p.m.
through.
places in the design or to
borders.
miter
to
You need
the quilt together.
fasten
Motorcycle races, sponPatchwork or applique
PRESENTED BY
tkittl
care should be taken sored by Benton Bush
Extra
the
that
should be planned so
design elements are com- with the binding because it Wackers, will be at 8 p.m. at
gets the most wear and the Livestock and Exposition
plete in the corners.
definitely affects the life of Center, Murray.
the quilt as well as its appearance. Keep these points
Orientation, third in a
in mind:
Reg.$1388
series of four summer ses'Binding should be full of sions for new freshmen and
Now only
batting out to the edge. An transfer students, will be
empty binding feels flimsy, held at the University
looks bad and will soon wear Center, Murray State
out.
University.
service
'Binding should be sewn
d
Guarantee
•
Sunday,July 12
firmly, with stitches close
• Financing available
homecoming will
Annual
whivir
and
front
both
to
together,
wow
payment
-lreik.2
-sitztt
• No down
Cemetery.
Jeffrey
at
held
be
binLoose
back of the quilt.
v.
,,,in
002
dings soon come unsewn.
Second day of Kentucky
The color of the binding
and the lining should be plan- Lake American Indian Powned as part of the total quilt. Wow will be at Pow-Wow
Fabric should be selected at Arena, U. S. Highway 641
the beginning of the quilt- south of Kentuelcy Dam,with
making project. The choice performances at 2 and 8 p.m.
of fabric for binding should
Writing
Creative
not be an afterthought.
Workshop will open at Muron
quilt
the
Finally, sign
ersitv.
ray State Untys
the back rather than on the
front. Unless the em• Huge 4" Top Rails
Ice cream family event
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls
broidered signature is work- will be held at 3 p.m. at
"
ameLock-Fr
Exclusive
•
ed into the design, it usually Keiler Park, Paducah, by
Dimension - 16 x31
construction
detracts from the quilt's Greater Paducah Chapter of
4
x
24'
x
Swim Area
Svang-up
•
appearance.
Aluminum
Rail
overall
Bottom
H
buty
•
Parents Without Partners.
and fn-Pool Ladders
lion
• Fo
-wall
over-the
vinyl
•
Advanced
solid
• Heavy auge
FREE PATIO
Workshop in photography
• Skimmer Cartridge
liner
will open at Murray State
URE
WILL ROGERS
• Filtration Unit
FURNIT
BARTLESVILLE, Ok is. University. For information
WITH POOL
THE
WITH
DIRECT
DEAL
( AP) — James H. Rider and call 762-3784.
PURCHASE
TE
Will Rogers, the American
ELIMINA
FACTORY."
Events in Land Between
humorist, were childhood
SION
COMMIS
SALESMANS
the Lakes will include
playmates.
Stroll at 2 p.m. at
While Rogers moved to Stream
Center Station.
marNE
got
TELEPHO
Rider
OR
•
COUPON
Hollywood,
MAIL
ried and had seven children,
Youth musical, .'Lk In
were girls.
Whom
of
five
Love," will be presented at 7
P.O. Box 257, New Afbany,lnd.47150
When thvieventh child was p.m. at the Poplar Spring
HOMEOWNERS ONLY
Without obligation, please send a representative
born, Rider wired from his Baptist Church.
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY
with information on pools '
ranch 20 miles southeast of
AFTERNOONS 11 EVENINGS
DAY'S.
Bartlesville to Rogers in
Moaday,July LI
California this /message:
County High
Calloway
NAME
"Hot dog! I got another boy. School Boys and Girls VarsiLocal Calls
ADDRESS
• What should I name him?"
ZIP
STATE
CITY •
ty Cheerleaders will conduct
• Rogers wired back, "Put a Cheerleader camp troth t
_
TELt rri-ORE
ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA.
and
him
I boots and spurs on
Note: &Rider must be a homeowner
to 11:30 a.m., today through
service the stow of Kentucky. Souther, 'Same him Will Rogers." Friday. For information call
and SolitherfirndVina
Rider did that.
OPEN 24 HOURS — 7DOS
753-0286 or 753-2678.
match, and if you find you
are short a half-yard or so
you may never be able to get
the exact color you need at a
later time.
Also, buy the best quality
materials you can afford.
Don't waste your time and

Tuesday,July 14
Tuesday,Judy 14
Parents Anonymous will
Murray TOPS (take off meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforpounds sensibly) Club will mation call 759-1087 or 435meet at 7 p.m. at the Health 4385.
Center.
Youth Night with guests
Alcoholics Anonymous will from Aberdeen, Miss., to
meet at 8 p.m. at the west present "Road Show No. 2"
end of the Livestock and Ex- will be held at the First
United Methodist (lurch at
position Center.
5:30p.m.

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

OPEN HOUSE
featuring the
Quaker Maid
'Show Mobile-

THE FAIR
JULY 13-18
_

MIN BMW

Firecracker
, Special

The Econo-MateTta

OLYMPIC POOLS

Toll Free
1-800-457-2200
812-948-5121

-

CALL COLLECT- •
••

YOU CAN'T
TAKE IT WITH
YOU

But don't worry,
you can still save energy
while on vacation. Simply turn off a few things
before you leave to reduce energy usage while
you're away.

• Turn off all lights. If you want lights on in
the evening, use a timer.
• During warm months, turn your cooling

system.and -water heater off.
• If empty, tum off your refrigerator.

This year, enjoy your vacation and don't waste
electricity that you'll only have to pay for later.

West Kenlucky Rural Electric
. Coop. Corp.
A
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Bible Thought
And God said, let in make man la
our image, alter our likeness: Genesis
1:26
The presence of the doctrine of the
trinity is brought out in the vely first
i-hapter of God's word Thank God
for the infallibility of Scripture.

By JOHN CUNN1FF

NEW YORK ( AP) — The current dustry.
madness is mergers.
Small business, it should be
Texaco, which has lots of oil cash remembered, is
the entrepreneurial,
not,needs more oil in the ground, ad- innovating,
By The Associated Press
job-creating segment of
mits it has been looking, and specula- the economy.
Today is Saturday, July 11, the
tion is that it his its eye on Cities Ser192nd day of 1981. There are 173 days
W.T. Grimm & Co., a Chicago
vice Co., which could supply the miss- business
left
in the year.
broker, produces figures
ing ingredient.
Today's highlight in history:
showing that mergers and acquisiSeagrams, also loaded ( with cash ), tions of smaller
On July 11, 1944, President Franklin
, closely held
sought and was rejected by Conoco, businesses, are making
Roosevelt announced he was
up an increaswhich also has sumptuous assets in ingly larger percent
available for an unprecedented fourth
age of the total —
the form of oil and coal deposits. 38 percent in 1976
term.
and 52 percent in
Analysts expect it will try again.
On this date:
1980.
Du Pont, which fears being unable
In 1804, Vice President Aaron Burr
In its 1980 summary, published last
to obtain raw materials at a fair price January,Grimm
mortally wounded statesman Alexsays the reasons are
for its petrochemical products, such many: "To
ander Hamilton in a pistol duel at
obtain needed financing
as artificial fibers, saw a chance to for expansi
Weehawken. N.J.
on, to overcome market
resolve that problem by outbiding saturation,
Ten years ago: The Moroccan
to provide liquidity for
Seagrams for Conoco.
goverme
nt announced that leaders of
estate tax purposes, to perpetuate the
And Societe National Elf Aquitane, business while being
a coup against King Hassan had been
relieved of day to
a French operation, continues to seek day operational
killed or arrested.
responsibilities."
a piece of the earth in the form of TexFive years ago: Britain's Queen
Obtaining financing carries special
asgulf Inc., which mines gold, silver meanipg in these
elizabeth II got a 21-gun salute from
days of high interest
and other minerals, and which pumps rates. Debt
the USS Constitution as she sailed
is really the only outside
oil as well.
from Boston on the royal yacht
financing available to smaller comAll these are giants, and all seem to panies, and interest
Britannia at the end of her Bicentencosts are almost
have the same thing in mind: To ac- prohibitive, sometim
nial
visit to America.
es amounting to
•
quire unreplenishable natural assets, several points above
One year ago: Former American
prime rate.
especially within U.S. boundaries, to
hostage Richard Queen underwent
Having built sizable estates, and
enhance their own operations, to perhaps nearing
tests in a Swiss hospital to determine
retirement, owners
assure themselves of a raw materials of such business
what caused him to become ill during
es are faced with a
supply or to benefit from rising critical choice: Do they
his eight months of captivity in Iran.
risk possible
Fire destroyed the large chicken School at Yorktown, Va.
prices.
Today's birthdays: Actor Yul Bryndisaster, or do they accept an offer house on
AFB,Texas.
the farm of J. D. Downs toDeaths reported include Tom Allen,
Don't expect the public to benefit, at that makes life easier?
ner
is 61 years old. Tenor Nicolai GedThe
lawn
of
Mr. and Mrs. James 0.
day.
85, Neal Myers, 72, and Lettie
least in any noticeable form over the
Some large companies are always
iamb has been named as Yard of the da is 56.
79.
short term. Such marriages rarely seeking to adopt
Thought for today: Good governMonth by the Garden Department of
these smaller comCoast Guard Ensign Wallace L.
Airman Michael J. Farley, son of the Murray
produce more jobs or lower prices. panies, and forat
ment cannot exist side by side with
Woman's Club.
least one very good Parker,son of Mr.and Mrs. Vernie W.
Mr.and Mrs. Joe P. Farley of Murray
They may, over time, enhance the reason. That is,
bad politics — Ambassador Adlai
it costs much less, Parker of Murray, was commissioned
Route 4, has completed basic training
ability of the United States to compete and it involves
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard F. Maupin of Stevenson (1900-1965)
much less risk also, to to his present rank upon graduation
at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, Kirksey will observe their 500
in world markets. But even that takes buy a going
wedenterprise rather than from Coast Guard Officers Candidate
and has been assigned to Sheppard ding anniversary on July 16.
time to prove.
start from scratch.
But there's another aspect to the
The consequences, however, cause
story, one that could conceivably be concern among those
who see small
having even greater consequences. business as not just
a contributant to
By Ken Wolf
Dr. W. C. DeMarcus, professor of
Small businesses also are being pur- the U.S.economy
Deaths reported include Mrs. Cora Mrs. Hazel Locke, and Lyle
but perhaps its most physics at the Univers
Many things are said about money,
ity
Kentuck
of
y Moore,711.
lued • and won by the giants of in- essential element.
Pridemore, son of Mr. and Mrs. some humorous, some halfserious,
and here for the summer science in,Mr.and Mrs. Clifford Melugin were James Pridemore, were married July and some downright
grim. "Money is
stitute at Murray State University, honored
on their Nth wedding an- 2' by the Rev. Johnion Easley at the the root of all evil," we are
told on the
will speak on "Stellar Evolution" at niversa
ry On July 9 with a dinner by Kirksey Methodist Church.
one hand; money may not be the most
the metting of the Murray Lions Club their
daughter, Mrs. George Henry
An AP News Analysis
Births reported at the Murray important thing in life,
'getting a little tired of people in this
others say,
on July 11 at the Murray Woman's and
By WALTER R.MEARS
Mr. Henry, at their cottage on Hospital include a boy to Mr.and Mrs. "but it is certainly ahead of
country raising hell because they
whatever
Club House, according to Dr.
Kentucky Lake. • a
Thomas Hendon, a boy to Mr. and is in second place." A
AP Special Correspondent
don't happen to subscribe to every
comment from
Lowry, president.
WASHINGTON (AP) • — Single- thought that person has."
Miss Dorothy Locke, daughter of Mrs. Larry Dumas, a boy to Mr. and the great American
showman P.T.
issue politics have been an effective
Mrs. Jack Jones, a boy to Mr. and Barnum (1810-1891)
Goldwater said the abortion issue is
comtines both
campaign weapon for some of the not a matter of conservatism.
Mrs: Elezy Egner, twin boys to Mr. the good and evil views
of Mammon:
organizations now sputtering ever the,
and Mrs. Samuel Marcis,a boy to Mr.
Mrs. O'Connor declined to discuss
A joint picnic and meeting-will be Rev. Buren Richerson.
Money is a- terrible master but an
nomination of Sandra D. O'Connor to her views on abortion or anything held by the Calloway County Farm
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hosford, a girl to Mr.
excellent servant.
the Supreme Court.
else, pending Senate confirmation Bureau, John Lassiter, president, and and Mrs. Joe A. Ross on July 7,a girl and Mrs. Thomas J. Eldridge, and a
Before you are too quick to trust the
The strategy is to focus opposition hearings. She did not deal with the the West Kentucky Rural Electric to Mr. and Mrs. Coy Hale
wisdom 'of Barnum's words,
on July 7, girlto Mr.and Mrs. Robert H. Ross.
to a candidate on one issue and ham- issue from the bench of the Arizona Cooperative Corporation,—John Edd and a girl to Mr. and
Connie
Wyatt
will
be
the
rememb
speaker
er that this Is the same man
at
Mrs.
mer it until the votes are counted. It Court of Appeals. White House Walker, manager, on July 14 at the Crouch on July 9.
the gospel meeting to be held July 16 who said that "there is
a sucker born
accentuates the negative, and it spokesman Larry Speakes said she, Murray City Park.
23 at the Dexter Church of Christ.
every minute."
Ken McBee has resigned as line to
sometimes works.
like Reagan, is opposed to abortion.
The A. D. Butterworth Clinic has coach at Murray State College to
That kind of campaign was being The president said he was completely announced the addition of Dr. Charles become head mentor
for Grove High
By Judy Maupin
cranked up against Mrs. O'Connor satisfied with her views on the sub- Douglas Clark to the medical staff.
School,Paris,Tenn.
before President Reagan named her
The Rev. Wendell H. Rone will be
A Buick special 2 door sedan is
to become the first woman justice. He
Furthermore, Reagan said long ago the speaker at the revival starting Ju- listed as selling for $2,060 in the
ad for
chose her anyway.
that no single issue would guide him in ly 16 at the Locust Grove Baptist the D2blin Buick Company,
Seventh
The anti-abortion groups still are making Supreme Court appoint- Church, according to the pastor, the and l'inple Streets,
Murray.
trying, but they are not likely to ments, the Republican platform notgenerate significant opposition to withstanding.
Mrs. O'Connor in the Senate, not
I recently had a letter from Billie S. 1845; Henry M., born 1846, married
The Campaigning Reagan said he
without something a lot more com- would consider naming a justice who
Loshbaugh, P.O. Box 7152,
Murray Woman's Club with the
With a crowd estimated conTulsa, Nancy J. Marcus; Morgan D., born
pelling than four Arizona Senate votes had favored abortion rights.
Oklahoma 74105 concerning the 1848, had daughter Ada Clark who
servatively at around 3,000, the Mur- cooperation of the Tobacco Board of
on which they say she took the proGiven that, it's hard to see how the ray Livestock Yards opened its first
Trade is sponoring the festival. Mrs. Reuben Scarborough family. She died April 17, 1909 in Calloway Counabortion side.
anti-abortion groups can claim now sale on July 8 giving checks valued
wrote:
ty; Margaret G., born 1850, married
A. F.Dora is club president.
at
Their challenge already is stirring that they've been betrayed by the ap- $20,119.
"I
read
the
J.G.
Oct.
Ragsdale Oct. 7, 1875, had
11,
1980
Officers
article conof the Murray Lions Club
01 for 905 head of livestock. A
debate on the kind of politics that pointment of a woman whose votes
special ceremony was held that morn- are S. A. Ruskjer, W. Z. Carter, cerning the Scarbrough family in daughter born Sept. 29, 1876; Esker,
demands rigid adherence to the views they interpret as opposing their viewCharles Hire, M. G. Forster, Harold Echoes From the Past. Enclosed is born Oct. 1852; and Martha, born Oct.
ing on the courthouse square with
of one group or another as its test for point.
C. Curry, Dewey Ragsdale, and the family of Reuben W.Scarborough 25, 1855, married John M. Langston.
music by the Murray High School
election or appointment.
who lived near Stella from 1840 to (There was another child, born 1859
Supreme Court justices are ap- Band, directed by Harlan K. Inglis, Bryan Tolley.
"I don't buy this idea-that a justice pointed for life. At 51, Mrs. O'Connor
1878.
I would appreciate it if you are who married a Marcus H., but the rest
Sparkm
J. Matt
an,former principal
and speeches by George Hart, mayor
of the Supreme Court has to stand for is likely to be on the bench long after
of Murray, and Elmus Beale, of the Benton High School, has assum- still doing the column if you would run is illegible.)
this,that or the other thing," said Sen. today's most emotion-charged issues
"Reuben Scarborough and Mahala
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
ed his new position as director of Area this family and ask for any informaBarry Goldwater of Arizona, whose have been settled and supplanted by a
Covington lived in Calloway County
Commerce.
Two of the National Youth Ad- tion that the readers have.
name long ago became a synonym for new political and judicial agenda.
"I have written to Cheryl Oliver about two miles from Stella for at
ministration at Bowling Green.
A record breaking crowd of over
Republican conservatism. And I'm
recently
and offered to help her as I least 40 years and maybe longer,from
Marriag
8,000 persons was on hand for the aces announced this week inhave a lot of the family history. The 1840 until 1876 when he died. She
tivities
clude
Geneva
July
of
Pine
Outland
at
Bluff
4
Ray
then
the
to
on
By GEORGE'
above man is my great-grandfather. I lived with her son Morgan.
Tennessee River, directed by Lowell
Brownfi
July
eld
on
Swann
Odine
9;
to
W.HAC(ETT
"I-am trying to locate descendants
and Cullie Steele.
Bobby Grogan on June 27; Dorothy would welcome any help I could get on
of any of these eight children to see if I
Deaths reported this week include
Mae Bourland to J. I. Grogan on June this family.
"Reuben W.Scarborough, born 1818 can find someone who knows who the
Gus Flippo, M. W. Burkeen, 74, Glen30.
da Faye Scott, 41
Births reported this week include a in Tennessee, married Mahala G. father of Reuben W. Scarborough
/
2 months, Marion
Dunn,72, and M. Dunn,90.
girl to Mr.and Mrs. Dudley Hughes on Covington, born 1814 in Kentucky. was. I am descended from Henry M.
Candidates for the August primary
June 28, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy They married September 21, 1840 in Scarborough. Any information would
met July 8 at the Calloway Count); Edwards on June 28, a boy to Mr. and Logan County, Kentucky. Their be appreciated."
After receiving this letter, I also
Court House to draw for positions on
Mrs. Rudy Barnett on July 1, a girl to children were: Frances P., born 1843,
the ballot with Lige Moody,chairman, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mays on June married W.F. Estes; Mildred E., born had received the Stewart County
History, which included quite a bit of
presiding. A copy of the ballot from
28, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Euin
information about the Scarborough
the office of Mary Russell Williams, Burkeen on June 30, a boy to Mr. and
family. I will include here the inforMrs. James Gupton on June 28, a boy
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — It's only
"They'll take the gates on the road county court clerk, is published this
mation which relates to the parents of
a tiny spot on the map, with three and retail
week.
Mr.
and
to
Mrs.
Elmus
Leon Outland
them at whatever price
Reuben Scarborough.
groceries, a branch bank, and 250 they choose to fix," explain
July
Callowa
5,
girl
a
on
Mr.
and
to
County'
y
Mrs.
annual
Bill
s
Tobacco
ed Mrs.
James Scarborough Jr. was the son
residents who often boast that they're Tarter.
Emerson on July 4, and a girl to Mr.
Festival will be staged at the Murray
of
living in the gate capital of the
James and Mary Andrews ScarHigh
Hamric
and
Mrs.
Bill
School
July
on
k
7.
Stadium
on July 12. The
Some truckers go from door-toDear Editor:
•
borough
world."
; he was born in Virginia in
door. Others have regular routes and
I find it interesting that Dr. Curris' 1781. He married
Frances DeBerry,
The farm gates manufactured in dealers.
letter of July 8 explaining the sister of Edmond DeBerr
y of Montheir town can be found swinging on
"This is a damned competitive
telephone conference call of last tgomery County, North
Fifty-four schools of the Calloway
Carolina. He
fences from New York to Wyoming field," said Joe, a driver, who didn't
mg the year ending June 30 shows that month that
cleared several ad- died in 1865.
County Rural School System opened
and 28 other states.
a total of $7,164 was spent to aid 536 ministrative
want to be identified. ''Most of the
appointments ignores
their' 1931-32 terms on July 6. Most of
A farmer, James settled in Stewart
'We turn out at least Lop) a day," guys are pretty nice and pretty
families, according to M. D. Holton, the more
important issue raised in a County about 1805. Their children
the remainder of the schools will open
said Vivian Tarter. "They can range honest. There may be times, however,
chairman.
Ledger story several weeks ago.
the first Monday in August while the
were: Henry J., 1815-1868; Reuben;
in size from two feet to 35 feet in when somebody tries to undercut you
Thirty-five women from five PurDespite talk about "key" ad- John Wesley, born 1819
county high schools will begin their
and died 1885;
length."
chase counties concluded at Lynn ministrators, the
on price after you think you've closed
fact is that Jim Hall William W., 1800-1856; Judge James
year's work in September, according
a
deal
Grove
with
one
of
a
the
custome
most
r."
enjoyab
le and was hired as vice-president in viola- Monroe, 1823-189
She's secretary-treasurer of a famito Supt. M.0. Wrather.
3; and Asa DeBerry,
He recalled an incident where an
instructive of district homemaker tion of standard
ly business that operated on a small
Affirmative Action 1813-1886; Elizabeth, born 1810; and
Deaths reported this week include
unscrup
camps.
ulous
trucker
Attendi
told
farmer
ng
a
from
Calloway guidelines which require adequate Frances, born
scale in Dunnville in 1945. "Our office
W. R. Singleton, T. C. Edwards, John
1820.
County were Mrs. A. V. Adams, Mrs. public advertisement
was in one room of the house. Slats for that the man from whom he'd ordered Childers, Mrs. W. W. Daily, 59,
(at least two
The Stewart County book also comEmit
several
Gertie
gate!,
Outland
_couldn'
, Mrs. Charity Falwell, weeks) and generally a national
t deliver them. Snyder, Mrs.
the gates had to be sawed by hand and
ments that Reuben bought the land of
Fannie Curtis, 84, _and
Mrs. Jennie Rogers, Mrs. Ethel Curd, search for a high level
then bolted or nailed together. We "He had a tragic accident and won't David Walker,70.
position such Sarah and Reasoner Davis. It further
be
back.
You'd better take the ones I
were, by the way, the first in Casey
The 4',2 mile stretch of state Mrs. I. T. Crawford, Mrs. J. A. as his.
stated that a history of Methodism in
have here."
Outland,and Miss Mary Sue Garrett.
Jim Hall is a good person and a Murray showed that the
County to market wooden gates."
highway from Murray leading toward
Scarborough
Joe said a 12-foot gate may cost him
L.C. and John Jones had an average competent one; he may
Everything was informal. If a truck
New Concord by way of Cherry Corwell be the were active church members;
about
of
$40.
bushels
40
"You
per
load
acre on their wheat best person to fill Dr. Gray's position
up the truck and ner was
driver wanted a cup of coffee, he
started July 8 when the con. Reuben left money in his will to a circrop this summer.
It is unfortunate that his appointment cuit rider, Reverend
could get one in the kitchen. There start out. By week's end, you may tractors started clearing the
Dodson. The land
right
of
have
picked
up $1,000 or barely earn- way
The Murray State Teachers College has been tarnished by the
were only three or four men hauling
just south of town.
president's on which Reuben and Mahala lived is
enough
ed
Band,
'directed
put
to
bread
on
the
table.
by
Prof. J. H. decision to ignore Affirmative Action near Goshen
gates in those days.
Postmaster M. L. Whitnell has anchurch, which was built
Dameron, presented a concert on the guidelines.
It's* calculated risk."
nounced
on land donated by the family. Many
that
in
keeping
with
the pro- night of July 9.
Today, the Tarter Gate Co. has 160
There are at least three other gate
1411 of us who work at Murray State family members
are buried in the
employees, its own logging equipment companies in the county but it's easy visions of the new 44 hour week law
"Assets of the local banks in reports find federal guidelin
es burdensome at church cemetery.
for
postal
employe
es, there will be no published at the
and a modern plant. The operation is to recognize those produced by Tarter
close of business on times; most of us are not in a powerfu
Saturday afternoon mail delivery in
l
If any readers would like to add inunicrao _pea use the Company doesn't Gate — they're blue.
June 30, 1931, include the following: enough position to simply
Murray
dismiss formation to the Scarborough family
as
of
this
week.
The
two
city
adverting or solicit the public. The key
First National -Bank. Murray, them.— ,
At one time, the gates were red, a co
1
• t.ry, please let me know. r Win also
-only make one delivel r 11,678,952.96:
Airsuccess is the 3u or 40 drivers good farm Mor,but sala 16.e1larter,
Bank of Murray,
Sincerel
y,
in
the
morning now on Saturday.
be glad to pass along information
who pull up to the loading dock every "we felt we were in a rut — like eating
$1,001,527.65; Dees Bank of Hazel,
Ken Wolf
An audit of the Red Cross Drought
about other branches of the family to
week.
$236,683.87; Farmers Bank of Hazel,
the same food day after day."
Associate Professor
Relief Work in Calloway County duranyone who is interested and who
$147,074.07.
Murray State University
does not already have it.
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BEST COP

Dennison-Hunt To
Celebrate Seventh
Anniversary In July

Janet Housden, lecturer of the Murray and Benton Weight Watchers class,
has
been awarded a "Certificate of Achievement" following completion of an
Advanced Training Seminar in Louisville. Making the presentation is Kay Morrisse
y,
Weight Watchers director for Kentucky and southern Indiana. Janet has lost
63
pounds. Kay lost 42 pounds and has kept it off for 13 years. "Janet is
the perfect
example of the kind of dedicated leadership that makes Weight Watchers
the success it is," Morrissey commented. Weight Watchers classes are held at 6:30
p.m.
Mondays and 9:30 a.m. Tuesdays at the First Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main St.

Eddie Hunt and E. W. Den- our shoe center. We have the
nison of Murray, co-owners largest selection in this area
of Dennison-Hunt Sporting with more than 160 different
Goods, will celebrate the styles."
seventh anniversary of their
Hunt, 38, is a native of
store in July.
Paducah. He has three
The two purchased the degrees from Murray
State
store, located on Chestnut University —
B.S. in 1966,
Street in Murray, from Ed M.S. in Educatio
n in 1968 and
Parker and Charlie McKen- SCT in Educatio
n in 1969.
ney July 1, 1974.
He and his wife, the
Three years ago Dennison former Lanette
Underwood,
and Hunt leased additional have two children
.
space in their building and
A native of Jackson,
increased the total store Tenn., the
32-year-old Denspace to more than 6,000 nison has a
B.S. degree in
square feet.
Business Education and a
Dennison and Hunt opened M.S.in Educatio
n from Mura branch sporting goods ray State Universi
ty. He and
store in March on Fort his wife,
the former Tara
Campbell Boulevard in Eissler, have
one child.
Hopkinsville. "The store
Both Dennison and Hunt
there offers the same items bring to the
sporting goods
we have here in Murray," business
a
strong
said Hunt, "but the display background in sports
as
space isn't quite as big players.
there."
Hunt two years ago was
The sporting goods store, the number one
ranked tenwhich carries the motto of nis player in
Kentucky in the
"Everything for that Sport 35 and
older division. His
in Your Life," no longer car- doubles
team in the same
ries hunting and fishing division
was ranked in the
equipment. "However, we top three.
have everything for the ball
Dennison was a four-year
player, jogger or active starter
and letterman for
fan," said Dennison. "Eddie Murray State
University's
and I are especially proud of football
team.

OFFICIAL OPENING AND OPEN HOUSE — A ribbon-cutting ceremony officially
opened Barksdale and Bolls Insurance Agency, 403 Chestnut. Guests were greeted
with a tour of the offices. Refreshments were served. The agency is owned by Jerry
Bolls (far left) and Hugh Barksdale (far right). Bill Teuton, executive director of
the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce,also helped with the ceremon
y.

Little Banks Have Big Profits
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky's small banks make
big profits in comparison
with their city cousins.
That is the general consensus of a Kentucky
Business Ledger special
bank profitability survey.
Results of the survey
disclosed today in the July
issue of the monthlykusiness
news publication 'show that

Firm Announces Admission
Of Wilson, Cunningham

Quaker Maid Awards

'Show Mobile'On Display

The firm of - Richardson,
Wilson and his wife Becki
Trevathan and Howe, Cer- have three children — Amy,
tified- Public Accountants, 10; Jon,9; and Beth,8.
has announced the admisCunningham, from
sion of Jerry W. Wilson and Dawson Springs, also
receivRobert T. Cunningham as ed his B.S. in commer
ce
partners in the firm, effec- from the University
of Kentive July 1.
tucky in 1969. He received
Originally from Princeton, his CPA certificate in
1971.
Wilson graduated from
He began his employment
Caldwell County High School upon graduation in 1969
with
in 1965. He received a B.S. in Ernst & Whinney, Louisvill
e.
commerce with a major in Cunningham spent 12
years
accounting from the Univer- with the international acsity of Kentucky in 1969 and counting firm, including two
his CPA certificate in 1971.
From 1969-72, Wilson was
employed as a senior accountant by Ernst & Whinney, Certified Public Accountants, Louisville; from
1972-78, as treasurer of
General
Management
Associates, Inc., which proJames A. Schwartz, Flemvided tax and accounting ingsburg, Ky., has been apservices to entities pointed as West Kentuck
y
associated with the late Gar- manager of the Woodme
n of
vice D. Kincaid; and from the World Life Insuranc
e
1978 through June 15, 1981, as Society.
partner in Clines & Wilson,
It was announced July 1 by
P.S.C.A. CPA firm in Lex- Nick T. Newberry, national
ington.
president of the fraternal

Ward Elkins, Murray, is
The "Show Mobile's" wide hallmark of all Quaker Maid
announcing a special showdoors let visitors view the en- kitchens.
ing during the Murraytire kitchen display, yet proRecently, Quaker Maid
Calloway County Jaycee vides easy access for close
received
two Gold Awards in
Fair.
examination. Quaker Maid the annual -Drummer"
A new dimension has been kitchens are handcraf
ted sales aid competition sponadded to its present from finest woods
and are sored by Building Supply
showroom with the addition designed
with a wealth of News. The two winning enof Quaker Maid's "Show convenie
nce features that tries were the Quaker Maid
Mobile."
provide a new era of efficien- "Show Mobile" display
The mobile showroom is a
cy.
trailers, in the merchandiser
20-foot trailer that displays
Ward Elkins encourages display category; and the
two of Quaker Maid's newest visitors
to visit the "Show Quaker Maid LaBelle tape,
kitchen styles.
Mobile" and see the quality in the audio-visual category.
A whole new way of life
woods, finishes and craftBuilding Supply News is a
can start with a visit the the smanshi
p that are the highly-respected
trade
"Show Mobile" for kitchen
publicat
ion
serving
the
retail
ideas. Ward Elkins is a kitand wholesale building suppchen specialist that can help
ly markets.
make kitchen ideas become
The judges for the "Druma reality.
mer"
competition are
With the trend toward
former winners of the
country-style kitchens, Ward
Building Supply News
Wins is displaying Quaker
CHICAGO (AP) — Grain
"Retaile
rs of the Year"
Staid's Fireside and and soybean futures prices
awards, some of the most
Leesport,two of their newest closed
mostly lower
ard most popular cabinet Thursday on the Chicago successful marketing people
in the country.
styles.
Board of Trade with wheat
Firesides offer a batten- leading in the losses.
style door with a beveled
Wheat fell 1042 cents to 14
edge in beautiful knotty cents and closed at $3.94I-2 a
cherrk and highlighted by a bushel for delivery in July.
At the close, corn was 1
touch of porcelain or brass
cent t) 3 cents lower, with
door pulls.
Red and green lights reLeesport, a blend of the July contract at $3.42 a mind most people of traffic
classic charm and contem- bushel; oats we .e 2 cents signals or holiday decoraporary beauty, offers the lowei to 1 cent higher, with tions. But red and green
elegance of raised panel styl- July d t $2.061t a bushel: soy- lights on a telephone can
ing-in popular oak or classic beans were 4 cents to 8'1 mean extra help in emergencents lowor, with July at cies.
cherry.
NAMED MANAGER — James A. Schwartz (seated)
$7.32 a bu ,el.
Bell's first all-electronic
recently was named west Kentucky manager of the
telephone, Touch-A-Matic°,
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society. Schis equipped with red and
wartz signs the contract with Marvin A. Watkins,
green lighted buttons makvice president and field manager of Woodmen of
ing it easy to place emergenthe World, Omaha, Neb.
cy calls, especially in the
dark.
"You can teach your
children to push the red button to reach the police
department or the green button to reach the fire department," Marvin Orgill, South
Central Bell district
manager,said.
DAN MeNUTT
The solid state telephone
has a built-in automatic
SEE
dialer. Pushing a button
automatically dials up to 12
pre-recorded numbers.
The sleek unit has an elecSEE US AT
(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL !LOG), • tronic tone ringer instead of
-bell- iied —a- smaller
mouthpiece that amplifiv
the user's voice when he or
Womb Anders** Secretary
she is speaking softly.
The phone costs $10.50 per
PRESENTED BY
month
plus a one-time
kiiesimPa MUM
SIM 111•9111
charge of $35.

the state's fourth smallest
bank generated more than
four times as much profit in
relation to its assets in 1980
than did Kentucky's largest
bank.
That institution is Corinth
Deposit Bank. Its 1980 net income totaled $62,000. Its
assets at the close of 1980
totaled $2.7 million, making
it Kentucky's 341st in size
among 344 banks in the state.

The tiny Grant County
bank's 1980 profits totaled
3.71 percent of its average
assets. First National Bank
of Louisville, the state's
largest, generated 1980 proyears in the firm's national fits exceeding $17 million,
office in Cleveland. He was a
manager in the LousivilleTfice prior to his move to Murray. --A RIthatdson, Trevathan
and Howe spokesman said
A
that the addition of Wilson
441,
and Cunningham to the firm
will significantly increase
the firm's ability to prvide
new and improved accounting, auditing and management services to businesses
and individuals.

but that figured out to a
return of just .87 of one percent of its average assets.
Kentucky's smaller banks
generally use funds
generated from individual
savings accounts as their
lending source. They pay
savers substantially less
than they charge borrowers.
Larger banks rely more
heavily on high-interest
money market funds as their
lending source, and thus
have less room for profit
between the rate at which
they borrow and the rate at
which they loan. They also
are in urban areas where
banking competition is
fierce.

James A. Schwartz
Appointed Woodmen's
WestKentucky Manager

Grain, Soybean
Futures Close
Mostly Lower

Red, Green
Phone Can Help
In Emergency

There's a

Car
Insurance

Shield for you too

OPEN HOUSE

I've Got ,
The Shield
SHIELD
Of
SHE!1 ER

featuring the
Quaker Maid
Show Mobile

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

T733-0445

WY AVAILABLE

THE FAIR _
JULY 13-18

benefit organization.
Schwartz fills the vacancy
in the position created by the
death in June 2, of Buford
Hurt, Murray civic leader
and Woodmen state
manager for many years.
A native of Flemingsburg,
Schwartz
attended
Morehead State University
before becoming a Woodmen
field representative in 1972.
He was promoted to area
manager in 1974, and achieved recognition from the
Society as one of its five national leaders in service and
sales in that position.
Schwartz will maintain his
home and the West Kentucky
Woodmen Service Center in
Murray. He and his wife,
Betty, have two children — a
son, Jeff, who is nine years
of age, and a daughter,
Angie, who is six.

COME JOIN US
'Bennett & Associates has an opening in
the Murray area for a Group Insurance
Representative. Candidate should meet
the following criteria:
1. Feel comfortable dealing with
business owners and conducting
group meetings.
2. Be able to manage your own time.
3. Outgoing personality,
4. Above average academically.
This is a full-time position - we will train
and assist with licensing.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 946, Murray, KY 42071
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Players Accept Mediator's Proposal

DiCinces Says Owners Can End Strike
By KEN FtAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
ball is now in the owners'
park, Doug DiCinces says in
so many words.
"It puts them in a position,
if they want to end the strike,
they can,
notes the
Baltimore Orioles' third
baseman who also happens
to be the American League
players' representative in
the long major league
baseball strike.
DiCinces made his comments early today after an
arduous afternoon-night

doubleheader of negotiating
sessions Friday resulted in
some movement when
players wholly accepted a
tie-breaking proposal by
federal mediator Ken Moffett.
"It shows we're trying to
settle it," said DeCinces.
"We're here to settle. Now,
do the owners want a
baseball strike? That's a
question that has to be asked."
The players accepted the
proposal, offered Friday to
the negotiators by Moffett,
"en toto," according to

players representative Marvin Miller, as a means of ending the 30-day old strike
over free agent compensation. But while the owners
accepted the spirit of Moffett's offer, they could not
accept the wording.
They came back across
the bargaining table with an
"amended" proposal of their
own. Ray Grebey, the
owners' chief negotiator,
said that his side could not
accept Moffett's proposal
"because of the ambiguities
involved and how it was

roughly drafted."
Ironically, just before
Grebey appeared before a
battery of newsmen and
photographers in the postmeeting press conference,
Miller reported that the
owners had refused to make
a move over Moffett's
dramatic proposal. Grebey
later came on and stated
that nothing could be further
from the truth.
"Reports that the union
received no response from
the owners are totally untrue," said Grebey."I asked
Mr. Moffett to ask Mr. Miller

if we accept the proposal — I
mean suggestion — line by
line, letter by letter, word by
word. If this was the case,
we cannot.." Grebey, however, still was
prepared to discuss the
issues later today, when
Moffett called for another
negotiating session at 11
a.m., EDT., in the same
Dorsi Inn where representatives for both sides have
been meeting since the start
of the strike June 12. As of
midnight Friday, 363 major
league baseball games have
been canceled because of the

strike and the All-Star Game
has been postponed indefinitely.
"We will both re back
tomorrow to talk," said
Grebey "and we have every
hope of getting the game
started again."
After the press conference, Grebey and Miller
were seen walking down a
hotel corridor linked arm in
arm and smiling.
The negotiators met for
three hours in the afternoon
Friday and then after a fivehour break, sat down at the

McEnroe, Ashe, Glad Conners On Davis Team
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — How
important is it to have Jimmy Connors back on the U.S.
Davis Cup team? Nobody
knows better than teammate
John McEnroe.
"It's good to have a guy
like Jimmy around,
especially after you lose a
match," said McEnroe, who

did just that in his first court
appearance since winning
Wimbledon, bowing to
Czechoslovakia's Ivan Lendl
6-4, 14-12, 7-5 Friday in the
opener of the best-of-five
quarterfinal series.
Connors, making his first
Davis Cup appearance since
1976, bailed out the U.S.
squad by beating Tomas
Smid 6-3, 6-1, 6-2 in Friday's

second match to even the
series at 1-1.
"Knowing John had lost
the first match made me
more eager, more up," said
Connors. "I didn't want to
end the day with us behind 20 — especially not on Arthur's birthday."
Arthur Ashe, the nonplaying captain of the US.
team who was celebrating

his 38th birthday, said he
sensed Connors would come
out like a tiger.
"Jimmy loves to play in
New York," said Ashe. "He
loves the New York crowds
and he feels that center court
belongs to him."
It certainly did Friday.
Smid was no match for the
aggressive, tenacious Connors, who scored nine ser-

vice breaks and was in complete control throughout. In
one stretch of the third set he
reeled off 16 consecutive
points.
"It was pretty inspired
tennis," said Connors, a
satisfied smile on his face.
Veterans Stan Smith and
Bob Lutz, who are 12-1 in
Davis Cup competition since
1968, were to represent the

Jay Haas Birds Five Of Six Holes
To Move Into Lead At Milwaukee

United States in today's
doubles match against Lendl
and Smid The concluding
singles matches Sunday will
pit McEnroe against Smid
and Connors against Lendl.
"With Jimmy on the team,
I don't think it really matters
what I do here," said
McEnroe, who won
Wimbledon a week ago to
end Bjorn Borg's five-year
reign and replace the Swede
in the No.I spot in the world
computer rankings."Jimmy
should win his two matches,
and we should also win the
doubles."
The 28-year-old Connors,
currently ranked third in the
world behind McEnroe and
Borg and one notch ahead of
Lendl, sat out Davis Cup
competition in recent years
because of differences with
former captain Tony
Trabert. But Ashe replaced
Trabert as the non-playing
team captain this year, and
in January Connors agreed
to be available for the series
against defending champion
Czechoslovakia.

By MIKE O'BRJEN
AP Sports Writar
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Jay Haas couldn't anticipate, much leas explain,
the dazzling string of birdies
he used to surge into a 2stroke lead at the halfway
point of the Greater
Milwaukee Open golf tournament.
Haas, who had missed cuts
the previous two weeks, birdied five of six holes on a
first-nine tear Friday, en
route to a 6-under-par round
of 66 at Tuckaway Country
Club. That gave him a 10under-par total of 134 for 36
holes.
Two strokes back at 136
were Lee Elder, Tom Storey
and tour rookies Rod
Nuckolls and Thomas Gray.
Elder, who defeated Lee

Trevino in an eight-hole much when I came here," 15, 16 and 17, all on his first "That was 4, big mistake.
playoff for the 1978 GMO said Haas, 1975 national col- nine.
You can usually birdie the
championship, Itid Friday's legiate champion while at "You don't foresee par-5 holes here. I was down
Wake Forest University.
best round with a 65.
something like that," he after playing so well on the
Dave Stockton, first-round "I haven't been playing said. "It just happens. You back nine, but making the 30leader with a 65,slipped to 72 well," he said."My iron play don't say, 'I'm going to bir- footer on the next hole got
Friday and was at 137, along had been bad. I had been ' die the next four holes and me going again."
with veteran Chi Chi having myself too many 30- get back in it.' I guess it's
Rodriguez and Mike Smith. and 40-foot putts. When you momentum. Of the five birHaas, 27, has only one
Rodriguez birdied his last only have to putt from 15 feet dies in six holes, I only had championship — the 1978 San
five holes for a second-round on in, it's a lot easier to one tough putt, a 15-footer on Diego Open — in five years
score. I opened my stance a 13."
69.
on the tour,even though he is
A total of 71 golfers surviv- little this week, and I'm hitHaas three-putted from 30 one of the more consistent
ed the cutoff point of 143, ting a lot more
feet for a bogey 6 on his Ilth' players, He wiled $114,102 "I didn't ask Jimmy why
which is 1-under-par, in this Haas began his run of bir- hole, but recovered on the last year, 35th best on the he'd changed his mind,I just
$250,000 tournament. The dies on the par-5 12th hole next green by sinking a 30- tour, and currently ranks said,'Sign here," said Ashe.
championship is worth when he chipped to within foot putt for another birdie.
"He's an asset to any team."
-36th with 866,316this year.
three feet and tapped in for a
$45,000.
"I missed a two-foot putt
"I wasn't expecting too 4. Then he birdied Nos. 13, for the bogey," he skid.

Park League
Ends Regular
Season Friday

By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Fran Curci will apparently
continue as football coach at
the University of Kentucky,
but it appears that he has a
powerful force trying to get
rid of him.
That would be Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. who, although

The Park League ended its
regular season last night
with two more games as the
Cubs beat the Pirates, 13-7,
and the Cards beat the
Yanks,11-5.
In the Cubs' win, Adam
Riley and Chris Garland
each had a double and two
singles.
For the Pirates, Heath
Crouch had two doubles and
Bart Wilder had one double.
In the Cards' win, Heath
Walls had a home run and
two singles while Sean
Stogner had a triple.
For the Yanks, Mickey
Futrell and Charlie Marello
each had a home run and a
single.

free agents, players with
more than 12 years of
credited service and players
over 35 years of age.
Under the plan, there
would be no re-entry draft
for premier players and such
players would be free to
negotiate with any number
of clubs. The re-entry draft
for other free agents would
continue as it has since 1976.
The proposal then divided
the 26 major league clubs into three groups based on
season winning percentage
— the top nine, middle eight
and bottom nine — and
allowed varying forms of
compensation for each in the
event of the loss of a free
agent.

AII=Star Game
Is Postponed
Biallowie Kuhn
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
indefinite postponement of
the 1981 baseball All-Star
Game has not seriously
dampened the spirits of the
mayor of the host city.
A series of downtown outdoor events will go on as
scheduled despite the announcement by baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
Friday that the 52nd All-Star
classic would not take place
on Tuesday as scheduled,
Mayor George Voinovich
said.
"We're going ahead with
our plans because game or
no game,this city has a lot of
things to celebrate," Vainvoich said.
"Because of the continuing
strike by the players
association, it is no longer
practical to play the game as
scheduled," Kuhn said in a
statement issued from his
New York office.

Ch
An

Kuhn heads the 11member executive council
that reached the decision.
"This is a tremendous
disappointment for all of us
in baseball, as I am sure it is
for fans everywhere," he
said.
The contest may take
place at an unspecified later
date, if the. strike, which
began June 12, is settled,
Kuhn indicated.
"I want to express ... my
great sadness that events
have made this necessary,"
he said. "It is an additional
disappointment because of
the terrific fan support from
the Cleveland area and
because of the superb planning by the Indians, their
special committee of civic
leaders and the city government for three days of activities to showcase
Cleveland to thousands of
baseball visitors.

Governor Reported Dissatisfied, However

Curci Will Apparently Continue As Coach

Junior Babe Ruth
Game Rescheduled
For Sunday, 2 p.m.

refusing comment on the
situation, is said by UK
President Dr. Otis
Singletary to be dissatisfied
With Curci.
According to a published
report, Brown has even picked a successor for Curci —
former pro football coach
George Allen.
Allen said Friday that
there's "nothing serious"
about a report that Brown
might name him to replace
Curci.
Allen, questioned during a
telephone call to his Los

The Murray 13-Year-Old
Junior Babe Ruth team's
next district game, originally scheduled for 5 p.m. today, has been rescheduled
for 2 p.m.Sunday.
Murray will play Trigg
County, which defeated
Caldwell County, 15-5, in its INDIANAPOLLS (AP) —
Cathy Reynolds married
opening game.
Dana Derouaux last
December, and she gained
an experienced caddy in the
process.
Reynolds, who began learning golf at the age of 6 from
her father, says the marriage has "turned her life
around." She is now one of
the leading money-winners
on the Ladies Professional
401 SYCAMORE
753-7793
Golf Association tour.
Derouaux has "taught me
to think better out there,"
Reynolds said, "and to just
be a lot more positive, even
when the going gets tough.
He's really helped me a lot
that way."
Reynolds, who struggled
to earn only $9,440 in her
third year on the tour last
year, shot a career-best 6under-par 66 in Friday's second round of the $150,000
Mayflower Classic. That left
her within one stroke of the
lead held by Debbie Austin,
who was 7-under-par at 137
after 36 holes.
Austin followed the 4
under 68 that gave her Rif
opening-to
lead with a II,

The statement did not inAngeles home, said he's had
clude
any reference to Allen.
several opportunities to
return to college coaching, "Yes, the governor has on
but already has a contract several occasions indicated
with CBS.
his personal disatisfaction
"I think they (Kentucky) with the football program,"
have a coach,".said Allen, a Singletary said. "He has a
former coach for the Los right to make known his perAngeles Rams and the sonal feelings on this matter."
Washington Redskins.
However, Singletary
issued a prepared statement
late Friday confirming that
Brown is not happy with the
university's football program.

Singletary said that the existing procedure for selecting coaches rests with the
university's athletic association.
"Coach Curci has a legal

Caddie-Husband Turns Game
Around For Cathy Reynolds

SAVEWAY

RESTAURANT & GA

*-

-

bargaining table for roughly
four more Friday night.
"We just spent all day and
night discussing the proposal," said Moffett."That's
all we've been doing all
day."
Moffett said he his proposal was "not normally
done by a federal mediator
... but I thought it would help
to get things going."
Specifically, Moffett's proposal defined premier
players — those requiring
additional compensation —
to be in the top 20 per cent at
each position, using
statistics based on two-year
averages. Excluded from
the category would be
players who were previously

scoring five birdies.
"I didn't hit the ball
anywhere as well as I hit it
yesterday and had to get it
up and down quite a few
times. But, I didn't miss a
putt," Austin said. "I putted
terrific."
The gap between the
leaders and the rest of the
field at the 6,101-yard, par-72
Country Club of Indianapolis
course was a big one. Beth
Daniel, last year's leading
money-winner, was four
strokes behind Austin at 141.
There was a three-way tie
between Louise Parks, Myra
Van Hoose and Jan Stephenson at 142 going into today's
third round.
Reynolds had seven birdies and one bogey after
starting the round at even
par.
"I really hit the ball extremely well on the front
side," she said. "I drove it
really good and hit the ball
really close to the hole."
Reynolds' only bogey
came on the 393-yard, par-4
*Al hole when she inisjudgildit gust of wind. But she
said the key to her round,

which included birdies on
each of her first three holes,
came after she made the
turn.
"I started to get a little excited.. I got a little tense."
Reynolds said, adding that
was when her husband
became very helpful.
"He realizes I get a little
excited," said the 23-yearold former Tulsa University
golfer."Dana justemphasized that I should keep it down
the middle and get it on the
green."
In May, Reynolds recorded her first pro victory and
she came here as the No.15
golfer in earnings with
952,907. However, she says
having a husband as a part
of her team on the course has
not been just sweetness and
fun.
"It's not easy," she said
about her relationship with
the 25-year-old Derouaux,
who has caddied on the
women's tour for seven
years. "We've had our ups
and downs, but we do enjoy
It.''

contract with the athletic
association which is reviewed annually. It was reviewed
at the end of the past season
and will be reviewed at the
end of the upcoming
season," said Singletary.
"In the meantime, with all
of the stories currently circulating, I feel it important
to make it clear, the university is not party to discussions with anyone about the
head football coach's position," he concluded.
Brown's only remark on
Friday was: "I feel it is not
appropriate to discuss the
matter at this time."
Curci and UK Athletic
Director Cliff Hagan could
not be reached for comment.
A report that appeared in a

UK sports newspaper on Friday said that Brown had
become dissatisfied with
Curci and had apparently
been courting Allen.
Oscar Combs, publisher of
The Cats'Pause,said that he
had received the information
"from a very, very impeccable source near the university." He did not reveal the
name of the source.
Combs said he received
the tip on July 1, when a
source told him that "the UK
football situation is ready to
explode."
Dick Gabriel, news director at WVLK radio station in
Lexington, said that Allen
had also told him there was
"nothing serious" to the
reports.
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However, Gabriel said
Allen had asked him "a lot of
questions" about UK's football program. The former
coach asked about the
university's recruiting year
and the salary made by its
football coach,Gabriel said.
Many have speculated that
Curci, who has compiled a
43-44-2 record in his eight
seasons at UK, must improve his record this year or
face an ouster,said Gabriel.
The Lexington newsman
said he had been told there
were three high-ranking officials in the Brown administration he had been
asked not to name "who are
backing the governor in wanting Curci out."
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Complete Exterior
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Sports In Brief

1'

Nuckolls.
BASEBALL
BIRMINGHAM, Mich.(AP) — Bob
CLEVELAND AP — Baseball
shot a 1-over-par 71 in the seGoalby
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn announced
that the mapr league All-Star Game, cond round to grab the 36-hole lead at
scheduled for July 14 in Qeveland, has 142in the U.S. Senior Open at Oakland
bsea postponed indefinitely "because
INDIAVAPOLIS AP ) - Debbie
at the continuing strike by the players
Austui shot a 3-under par 69 to retain
association."
the lead after two rowids of the 72TENNL;
NEW YORK (AP) — Ivan Land! of hole, $150,091 Ladies Professional Golf
Czechoslovakia shocked newly crown- Association Mayflower Classic.
Austin has a 36-hole 7-under 137 and
ed Wimbledon champion John
McEnroe 6-4, 14-12, 7-6 , before Jimmy a one-shot lead over Cathy Reynolds,
Connors crushed Tomas Saud 1-3,6-1, who Mot a career-best 6-under par 66
6-2 to give the United States a split of
their two singles matches on the opening day of play in the Davis Cup
quarterfinals.
TRACK AND FIELD
BASKETBALL
LENINGRAD, USSR (A?) — The
Soviet Union rallied to take a97-93 lead Nations.Basketbsil Aserebstise
CHICAGO BUUS — Announced
over the United States in a dual meet
between the track and field super- that they would not exercise their right
powers, their first confrontation in of first refueal, allowing Bobby
Wilkerson, forward, to S:11n the
three years.
The Americana got off fast with Jeff Cleveland Cavaliers.
Phillips and Michele Glover capturing PIXYTBAU.
the 100-meter sprints in winning tames Natiewel Football Drug=
CHICAGO BEARS —'Signed Todd
of 10.21 and 11.45 seconds, respectively. Greg Foster captured the 110-meter Bell,defensive beck ; and Scott Zettek,
delensive end.
high hurdles in 13.30.
CLEVELAND BROWNS — Signed
GOLF
MILWAUKEE 1AP — Jay Haas Hanford Dixon,cornerback.
DENVER BRONCOS — Signed Denhad five birdies in a six-hole stretch en
route to a 6-under-par 66 and the lead ms Smith, defensive back, and John
linebacker.
Hankerd,
after two rounds in the Greater
MIAMI DOLPHINS — Named .7.•
Milwaukee Open.
Haas had a 36-hole total of 134, and Charley Winner pro scouting director.
PITTSBURGH EFEELERS — Signheld a 2-shot lead over Lee Elder,Tom
Storey, Thomas Gray and Rod ed Rick Donnalley,center.

SPORTING GOODS

Transactions

1203 Chestnut

•

Chenoweth Plans
Another Attempt
At,Speed Record
EVANSVILLE,Ind.(AP) —
Driver Dean Chenoweth
planned to try again today
after a choppy Ohio River
kept his Miss Budweiser
unlimited hydroplane from
possibly reaching a record
speed during Friday's
qualifications for the third
annual Thunder on the Ohio.
Miss Budweiser recorded
the top speeds among six
giant thunderboats which
took to the two-mile course,
!arming in laps of 129.264
mph and 128.801 mph. But it
fell short of the national
record of 131.267 mph set by
Steve Reynolds in Miss Orcus Circus at Evansville last
year.
"You really can't auticipate a record-setting attempt, because everything
has to be just right," said
Chenoweth."But all I need is
a little calmer water, like it
was Thursday,and I'll take a
shot at it."
Miss Budweiser crew chief
Dave Culley said the craft
would take three laps today,
using two engines.
"We want to do some
testing and make sure we
have everything ready for
Sunday's race," Culley said.
"Race day is more important than anything else."
The Rolls Royce-Griffon
powered boat is undefeated
on this year's unlimited tour,
with three race and nine heat
victories to its credit.
John Walters' Pay'N Pak,
the only turbine-powered
craft on the unlimited circuit, turned in Friday's
second-best effort with a 125
mph clocking. Chip
Hanauer's Squire Shop
reached 122.241, Scott
Pierce's Miss Great Scot
was at 107.623, Terry
Turner's Gilmore Special
was at 104.279, and Bobbie
Howard's Captran Resorts

was at 100.279.
To qualify
under
Unlimited Racing Commission guidelines, the thunderboats must top 95 mph on
two-mile courses.
Four other boats — Atlas
Van Lines, Kentuckians
Paving, Miss Madison and
the Spirit of the Air Force —
did not attempt to qualify on
Friday. Kentuckians Paving, driven by Ron Snyder,
and Miss Madison,piloted by
alner Irvin, arrived in
.!:vansville too late to enter
the river Friday. Bill
Muncey's Atlas Van Lines
has been kept under wraps
under a company warehouse
while crew members rebuild
the craft engines.
The Spirit of the Air Force
experienced engine cooling
troubles, and owner-driver
Al Letcher was uncertain
whether the problem will be
resolved in time to make a
qualification attempt today.
Letcher planned to make his
hydroplane driving debut at
Evansville.
Howard, who was the
slowest qualifier among
eight at last weekend's
Madison Regatta, said his
crew is "more ready this
week."
The 40-year-old rookie,
who has yet to make the final
heat in any race this season,
said his task becomes easier
each time he takes to the
water.
"We're doing a lot of
things now by reaction
rather than thinking about it.
Before, I had to think a lot.
But it's getting a lot easier. I
feel real confident on this
course."
He said the veteran
drivers "are teasing me
now, but I'm getting used to
it. I'm learning. I figure
we'll get a new boat next
season. Then I'll be teasing
them."

In appreciation for your business and support
for the last seven years, we are having a 7
Day Sale. . .each day featuring a specific
group of items on special for that day only.
Also,, there will be drawings each day for gift
certificates...A grand total of $700.00 to be
given away throughout the week.

Includes all tennis clothing, all shoes
for tennis, accessories.

Day No. 2
V

Two winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

Day No. 3

Tuesday

Baseball/Softball

Day

Includes all gloves, bats, baseball
shoes, and all coaches shorts, softball
pants and jerseys.

Five winners will be
chosen for $20.00
Gift Certificates

20-40%

Day No. 4

Wednesday

Swim Day
Includes all White Stag, "Speedo" suits
and accessories.

40%

OFF

40%

OFF

Day No. S
Four winners will be
chosen for S25.00
Gift Certificates

Judge Rules Ohio Racing
No-Medication Rule Invalid
Judge James Britt announced his decision Friday
on the rule, which, since
March 1, had forbidden giving medication to racehorses
24 hours before the animal
competes.
David Arnold, an attorney
for the Horsemen's
Benevolent and Protective
Association, based in
Beachwood, had appealed
the rule last spring. The
group said the rule was
Winners In the weekly
adopted improperly and
junior golf competition
abused the racing commisThursday at the Murray
sion's authority.
Country Club Included:
case originally was fII• 14 years old and older: The
in the Cuyahoga County
ed
Robert Billington, 40.
!Common Pleas Court and
• 12 and 13 year olds: Jason
transferred to Columbus
llfinigton, 49.
because it was against a
•
uaand 11 year olds: Jon state agency.
boys,
and Britt said thoroughbred
M
eman4 56'
Meredith
Howe, .
tracks in Ohio weren't able
• 8 and 9 year olds: Bill to till their ram..schedules
Fandrtcht 3S_L (01,1 Wet undertheruk77
Hope
b*
"
and
Hargrove,26 "Apparently there were a
(three holes),girl&
kit of racehorse owners ;rho
• 7 years old and under
horses
could
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ohio --uleas—t'gey' —
11, boys and Connie Steely, -lam"
mcdicate them," he sakl.
,gIr

20-400/

Nike Day

Jersey Day
Includes football, softball, baseball jerseys and T-shirts.

Day No. 6

COLUMBUS,Ohio(AP)— A
Franklin County Common
Pleas Judge has ruled that
the Ohio State Racing Commission's no-medication rule
for racehorses is invalid.

Five winners will be
1\ chosen for $20.00
.) Gift Certificates

Thursday Junior
olf Winners At
kiCC Are Announced

July 18th

Saturday
One winner will be
chosen for a$100.00 Gift Certificate

%.

Come and See

—Drawing for the Gift Certificates will be at 6:00 p.m. each night—
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Fins & Feathers
MEMO OUTDOORS

1981-82 HUNTING SEASONS

TIIROUGH
.Sermii-by all mese* indeding
falconry

Aug. 15, 1981 Oct. 31, 1981
Nei. 19, 1981 Dec. 31. 1981
Nov 19 1981 Jan 31, 1982
Nov 19, 1981 Feb. 15 1982
Nov 19, 1981 Fab. 28, 1982
Closed only Nov. 1 -Nov. 18, 1981
Nov. 7, 1981
Nov. 11 Zone 4
Nov. 7, 1981
Nov. 9 Zone 5
Nov. 7, 1981
Nov. 16 Zone 13
Oct. 1, 1981
Nov. 5, 1981
Nov. 18, 1981 Dec. 31, 1981
-

I!L
Clued
Grouse
,%. Groundhoi Gray fox, and Coyote
t
.0.• Deer-Gun, see Doer Hunting Guide
t..
for zones. ants, otter si
St 4
formation
Deer -Longbow and compound bow,
see Deer Hunting Guide for
open counties and other de
hits
Der -Crossbow, us Dew Hunting
Guide for details
Raccoon and Opossum-Dog training
only
Shake-out season, taking, dogs only
_.
Furbesrers-trapping and hunting
Turkey
Falconry

T

...1.--

Nov. 21, 1981

6

12

4

e

e

16
8

4
No limn

Two door may be taken under certain conditions if two deer pormei
are purchased - Refer to Deer Digest for details Only antlered der
may be taken by bow or crossbow in Zones 4 and 5

Nov. 30, 1981
'
.e.,.
...

Feb. 1, 1961 "4. Oct. 21, 1981

None may be taken

Oct 22, 1981

No limit on opossum, one raccoon per hunter, nor more than three per
pony of three or more hunters while hunting.
No arts on trapping nor on hunting. SIMI for faCCOCM - 11110 ACV*.
Two per humor per year under certain conditions - ses rgulations. ..
Sane as may be token by other methods
•
..
15 Noon until Moon
30
TO BE SET
TO BE SET

Nov. 18, 1981

Nov. 19, 1981 Jan. 31, 1982
Spring, 1982 Seasons to be set
Nov. 1, 1981
Through regular
season for species
hunted
WV 15. 1981 Oct. 31, 1981
TO BE SET
TO BE SET

Frogs
Doves
Waterfowl

DAILY BM UNIT

POSSESSION MINT
tAtref twe it mote
dors of

_

Lake-By-Lake Rundown
•

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The state Department at
Fish and Wildlife Resources
reports good catches of
bluegill, walleye and trout on
Kentucky's major lakes.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Kentucky: Bluegill good
on poppers,- worms and
crickets; catfish fair on cutbaits in shallow inlets; in
tailwaters, catfish and
sauger fair; clear, stable at
summer pool and 80 degrees.
Barkley: Bluegill good on
poppers and crickets; black
hass fair to good on plastic
worms and medium runners; in tailwaters, catfish
good; clear, stable at summer pool and 79 degrees.
Rough River: Bluegill and
crappie slow; white bass
slow in the jumps late in the
day; clear,falling, 2 feet
above summer pool and 85
degrees.
Nolin: Bluegill and crappie slow; white bass slow by
trolling; clear to muddy,
stable at summer pool and 83
degrees.
Barren: No activity;
clear,falling, lOtt feet above
summer pool,85 degrees.
Green: Bluegill good on
worms and crickets; crappie
fair on minnows deep over
submerged cover; clear,
stable at summer pool and 85
degrees.
Dale Hollow: White bass
good at night on minnows
around deep points; walleye
fair trolling deep runners
or points; clear, stable, 1
foot above normal pool and
86degrees.
Cumberland: Walleye fair
totood trolling deep runners
over mud and gravel flats;
black bass fair on plastic
wqrms at night off points;
white bass and crappie fair
at night on minnows off steep
banks; in tailwaters, trout
excellent; clear, falling

slowly, 8 feet below the
timberline and 84 degrees.
Herrington: Black bass
good at night on plastic
worms and in mornings on
surface lures; bluegill fair
on worms and crickets;
clear, stable, 2 feet above
summer pool and 86 degrees.
Laurel: Trout good at
night on worms, cheese and
corn; bluegill fair in

Grayson: Bluegill fair in
shallows; crappie slow;
clear to murky,stable, 1 foot
above summer pool and 81
degrees.
Dewey: Bluegill and crappie slow; murky, stable at
summer pool and 79 degrees.
Fishtrap: Bluegill slow on
poppers; clear to murky,
stable at summer pool and 80
degrees.

Family Size Tent Made
Of New Fabric
The Coleman Company is
setting a trend for the
decade of the '80s with the introduction of Genesisrm, a
family-size tent made from a
remarkable new fabric called Evolution 3tai.
Developed by KimberlyClark Corporation, Evolution 3 is a three-layer
laminate of spunbonded
polypropylene. Compared to
conventional tent materials,
it's one-third lighter than
canvas, cooler than nylon,
faster drying after a rain
and doesn't soil as easily.
Canvas or nylon must be
treated to be fire resistant
and water repellent, but
these characteristics are inherent in Evolution 3, which
does not rot or mildew.
Pole sections on the
Genesis are only 36 inches
long, which means they will
fit inside smaller vehicles.
When the poles are elastic
shockcorded with the kit that
is included, they almost
assemble themselves at the
campsite. Total tent weight
is approximately 27 pounds. ,•
The Genesis tent has 80
square feet of floor space
and plenty of head room for

Beaktiml Kembithy Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Featuring

•

shallows; clear,falling slowly, 5 feet below power pool
and M degrees.
Cave Run: Black bass and
bluegill slow; clear to murky
to muddy, falling slowly, 6
feet above summer pool and
80 degrees.
Bockhorn: Bluegill, white
bass and crappie fair; clear,
stable, 1 foot below summer
pool and 86 degrees.

*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
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R R Buchanan. Tenn (901)232-8221

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT
Since 1966• 15 Yaws Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor
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total of 415 cubic feet of living space. Its architecture is
curvalinear with sweeping
arcs and arches, made possible because Evolution 3
fabric allows greater
freedom of design.
Genesis offers superior
stability as well as contemporary good looks. It's a tent
that will hold up in high
winds and shed water in
heavy downpours, and retains its shape without sagging or shrinking.
The Genesis has harvest
gold exterior walls, off-white
interior to give a spacious
feeling, and the outside trim
is autumn rust. Model 8433808 is 9 feet 9 inches by 7 feet
10 inches, with ridge height
of 7 feet 6 inches at the front
and 5 feet 4 inches at the
rear.
The generous awning attached to this tent is 78 inches long by 105 inches wide,
with 90 inches of height at
the center and 7 feet 4 inches
at the canopy poles. It adds
nearly 60 square feet of
covered living area. If the
canopy is not needed, it can
be pulled back over the tent

roof.
There's flow-through ventilation in this tent, and in
combination with excellent
breathability of the fabric
keeps the Genesis cool in hot
weather. It also retains flexibility and performs well in
cold weather.
An adjustable half-moon
screened window on the rear
wall is 65 inches long by 15
inches high at the center,
and there's a similar vent
near the roof at the front,
protected by the canopy.
Both have inside zippered
flaps. The door of the
Genesis is D-shaped, and it
has a screened window 41 inches wide by 67 inches high
to match the opposite window on the front wall.
The genesis has double
vinyl coated laminated flooring for extra strength and
wearability.
The Coleman Company
sets a fast pace for camping
in the 1980's with the combination of Genesis design
and Evolution 3 material.
For more information,
contact The Coleman Company, Inc., 250 N. St. Francis, Wichita, Kansas 67201.

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
8 o.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

ado

"Look at my bait," Bill
Chumbler demanded in a
quiet, desperate tone. His
Lunker Lure was buzzing
steadily through a cluster of
cyprus trees, and behind it
and closing the gap was the
large V-wake of an interested fish.
An amateur might have
been tempted to rush the
bait, but Bill Chumbler is no
novice to moments like this.
He kept a lock on his nerves
and reeled his bait with the
same steady cadence as the
fish picked up speed-.
Wham! The strike was like
Too Tall Jones blindsiding a
quarterback. Chumbler bowed up on his rod as spray
flew,and then just as quickly
the emotion was gone.-It's a
— grindle," the angler muttered, and he started trying
to shake the fish off the hook.
In less than five seconds the
prehistoric holdover was
swimming free back into the
recesses of his trees.
We were on Forked Lake
in Carlisle County. A half
mile to the west rolled the
Mississippi, grand dame of
all U.S. rivers. To the east
snaked the tail of the Columbus bluff. To the north and
south were other oxbows,
natural lakes which once
were channels of the continually shifting river.
"There are probably 50 oxbow lakes in the river bottoms between Hickman and
Paducah," Bill Chumbler
said. Each one is an entity
unto itself, quiet, beautiful
and mysterious with barriers of cyprus to contain the
privacy from surrounding
soybean fields. And most oxbows are loaded with bass. It
was Bill Chtunbler's task to
prove this using Forked
Lake as an example.
Chumbler is the basketball
coach for the Cairo, Ill.,
Pilots. In the fall and winter
he concentrates on zone
presses, man-to-man
defenses, etc. But when
tourney time is over, he switches the focus of his interest
to the bottoms of Ballard and
Carlisle Counties. "I'll fish
for bass five times a week
from March through October. And I believe that the
oxbows have the most consistent fishing you can find,"
he said. "I hardly ever get
skunked."
Chumbler started fishing
in the bottoms 20 years ago
under the tutelage of Dr.
Jerry Mills of Mayfield. "I
began fishing with a flyrod
and a Bomber or a
Hellbender," he said. "I'd
use 40 pound test line, and I'd
work from tree to tree, dragging the bait right around
the trunk. I caught a lot of
bass that way,and it took me
a while to give it up in favor
of baitcasting tackle."
But
today
the
coach/fisherman is more
conventional, using
a
graphite rod and baitcasting
reel to wrench bass out of the
shadows. His favorite baits
depend on the se—a-son : the
Phillips Go-Go Girl spinner
(1
/
4 oz.) in spring; the spinner or Lunker Lure buzz bait
in summer; and the Lunker
Lure or Devil's Horse in
autumn.
"If there's any one secret
to fishing the oxbows,it's accasting,"
curacy
in
Chumbler said."You have to
get the bait into the tight
places, back in the shadows
and between the trees."
Good coaches set good examples, and Chumbler was

Bill Clargabler hes fished for bass In west Monarchy's ezhow lakes for 20 years.
The Cadre, Illinois, baskethall conch says the natural cyprus sleighs offer the west
consistent action in the reike.
(Photo by Weds Beer*

pin-point sure, flicking his
chartreuse spinner into narrow crevices between looming cyprus trunks. I could
appreciate his skill after
keeping my lure in the trees
all morning.
The day's action had
started slowly, but it warmed up with the morning.-At
first the bass seemed reluctant, and the ones that bit
were small. But by 9 a.m.the
strikes were more frequent,
and the average size of the
strikers was climbing past
two pounds. "It's funny.
Most days the best fishing
will be early and late,"
Chumbler said. "But
sometimes the fish get turned on up in the day. I've
caught a lot of big bass right
in the middle of a hot summer day."
Chumbler uses a bit of
-big lake" strategy to pave
his way to consistency. "You
have to look for a pattern,"
he said. "Some days the fish
will be holding out next to the
open water. Other days
they'll be back deep in the
cover. Once I learn where
they are, I'll concentrate on
those spots and let the rest of
the water go."
The unknowing fisherman
would be tempted to cast to
every tree in a random pattern; everything looks so
"bassy." But Bill Chumbler
has found a preference for
points on treelines, isolated
trees (especially if they have
low branches), junctions
between two arms of an oxbow. "Structure fishing"
still holds, even where struc.
ture is everywhere.
How large to oxbow bass
grow? "The biggest I've
ever caught wait eight
pounds,"
Chumbler
answered. "Day before

***************************4,
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Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

yesterday the guy with me
caught a seven-and-a-half."
When is the best time to
fish the oxbows? "My
favorite season is fall: October and November. This is
when the bass will explode
on a topwater bait. But
another good time is
whenever the water leaves
the bottom after a flood.
After the water has a chance
tq clear up a little, the bass
are really active."
We never caught a fish
over three pounds, but what
we lacked in size we made up
for in numbers. As the day
wore on we caught bass after
bass never fast, but very
steady. Our pattern was buzz
baits back in deep shade,
and the dividends were
generous.
Forked Lake is privately
controlled, but Bill
Chumbler said there are
plenty oxbows open to public
fishing. -Two of my
favorites are Flat Lake and
Clear Lake out of Barlow.
Flat Lake is owned by the
state, but Clear Lake is
privately owned, and there's
a small daily charge for
fishing." Other good spots
mentioned by Chumbler in-

eluded Buck Lake, Fish
Lake (anglers must buy a
"membership"), the lakes
owned by Joe Cummins
which stretch up the Ohio
River bottoms north of
Wickliffe (pay lakes),
Mayfield Creek south of KY
121, Winford Pond, and the
mouth of Mayfield Creek at
the Mississippi River.
The heat finally caught up
to us, and we decided to
retreat to the iced tea
coolness of a Bardwell
restaurant. But I left convinced. The oxbows along
the Mississippi and Ohio
Rivers are banks for bass.
and Bill Chumbler has the
key to the lock.

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner

Altr1.4.

Wholesale Live Bait

.aght

Revn,•

Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Phone
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-7r,3-5693
Auomompot,

*

Murray, Ky. 42071
* Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East'
,*

Free Estknator Cal

OWNER: Gary Darnell

436-2802

*
.m.
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Shimano Changes Spjnfishing
Three years ago a virtual
unknown walked into the
AFTMA Fishing Tackle
Show in Atlanta. Just three
days later, Shimano emerged as the sweetheart of the
convention and was well on
its way to a prominent position in the fishing tackle industry, thanks to a 7.4-ounce
piece of engineering genius
— the Bantam casting reel.
Shimano entered the
tackle industry as the
world's top supplier of quality bicycle gears and component parts. The same dedication to quality, innovation
and precision engineering
that made Shimano a leader
in the bicycling world has
brought it to the forefront of
the fishing tackle industry as
well.
Now, a startling new spinning reel has given Shimano
even more reason to be optimistic about the future. It's
the amazing new MLX. This
lightweight, ball bearing,
skirted spool spinning reel
offers a feature so advanced,
so unique, so superior that
it's years ahead of the
closest competitor. It's called the Fast Cast bail trigger.
Shimano's exclusive (patent pending) Fast Cast bail
trigger is so functional that it
actually lets a fisherman
pick up the line and open the
bail with one finger. The
result is a reel that's so easy
to use, you can even make a
cast with one hand behind
your back.
Look how easily this amazing spinning reel works. The
MLX starts out with a selfcentering bail. Just turn the
handle backward, it stops
automatically when the bail
and bail trigger are in
casting position. All you do is
reach down with your
casting finger, pick up the
line and squeeze the bail
trigger — all in one motion.
The bail opens automatically
and you make your cast.
Turn the handle forward and

the internal bail trip
mechanism closes the bail so
you are ready to retrieve.
It's that easy.
What does the Fast Cast
bail trigger mean to a fisherman? Well, if the amount of
water covered in a day's
fishing is a good measure of
the number of fish he'll put
in the boat, then he's got a
good shot at substantially increasing his catch thanks to
the exciting MLX.
Although the Fast Cast
bail trigger may be the best
reason to own an MLX, it's
just one in a long list of
outstanding performance
features. Features like a
hard-chromed brass roller
line guide that will not rust,
corrode or chafe the line like
ordinary metal rollers.
Handles are reversible for
left or right hand retrieve.
Shimano's exclusive disc
drag offers maximum contact area for precise adjustment and smooth slippage as
a fish runs line off the reel.
Convenient anti-reverse
switch allows the angler to
pay out line to thrashing fish
at boatside. And Shimano's
exclusive bail trigger has
done for Fast Casting, the
dynamic (up to 5.25:1) gear
ratio is bound to do for a
lightning fast retrieve. The
Combination of fast cast and
fast retrieve gives the MLX
fisherman the fastest spinning reel on the water.
Consider the value of the
MLX cast-fast retrieve advantage for some of your
most demanding fishing conditions. Like working a
Mepps spinner upstream for
trout. The MLX fast retrieve
keeps the blade spinning
even in swift currents.
How about night fishing?
There's no more frustrating
feeling than standing in the
dark fumbling with a clumsy
bail arm while your buddy
puts t1:2 ,303eLS to a nice stringer of fish. Fumbling is a
thing of the past with the uni-

que Fast Cast MLX.----- Or cold weather fishing.
Numb fingers make it darn
near impossible to reach
over and open the bail, then
position the line to make
your cast. With the MLX,
one finger is all it takes to go
through the entire line
pickup-bail opening sequence.
Look at sight-contact
fishing. Bonefish or tarpon
on the flats — once you see
them you don't dare take
your eyes off the fish until
the lure is dancing in front of
your nose. With an ordinary
reel, you had to look away
from the fish just to open the
bail. Not so with the MLX.
Once you get used to opening
the bail with the exclusive
bail tripper anda half dozen
casts should do it, you'll
never look down at the reel
or line again.
What's the bottom line on
this amazing new reel?
You'll make more casts,
cover more water amd catch
more fish with the unmatched Fast Cast performance of
Shimano's new MLX.
Choose the MLX-200 for
trout, smallmouth and light
tackle bass. The MLX-300 is
ideal for rugged fresh water
and all light tackle salt
water spinfishing.

Coleman Outdoor
Annual Available
ami

Adjusting to today's
downsized cars and vehicles
is made easier by exploring
innovations that have taken
place in camping and outdoor equipment.
New tent materials,
personal-size coolers that
pack in small spaces, cartoppable canoes and boats and
trailers designed to be towed

If you enjoy fishing for
sauger, white bass or black
bass, now is the time to wet a
hook. The lake elevation is
359.2 which is normal for this
time of the year and 83
degrees down to 10 feet.
The first shad minnows
that hatched this spring are
now at an ideal size for most
of our gamefish to feed on
and willow flies are hatching
almost every night.
With all of these favorable
conditions everyone should
catch some fish.
I failed to mention the
bluegill being at a peak now.
They will hit a popping bug
or small ultralight spinner
with a savage agressiveness,
you will remember for a long
time.
If you find a willowfly hat-

ch, fish the area where the
insects are hanging or flying
over the water for best
results.
Black bass have been
found in the shallow brush
growing at the back's of
large bays, one deep rocky
points and in the sunken
main lake treetops.
Plastic worms have been
the best for me most of the
ear and as most of you
know, I use the black grape,
curl tail rebel ringworm.
This worm has the body size
which works well with most
types of hooks and bass of all
geZeswill hit it.
Other local fishermen are
taking bass on jig and rind
combinations as well as all

WAUKEGAN, Illinois —
The Johnson Workhorse 40
Proven in over a decade of features an extra-long steeruse in other countries the ing tiller with a built-in twistWorkhorse 40 has been in- grip throttle, full throttle
troduced to the United States reverse, a heavy-duty, easy--by Johnson Outboards for access fuel filter, a rugged,
heavy-duty commercial ser- top mount starter, and a
vice.
tough, stainless steel water
"The Workhorse 40 has pump.
It is also designed with a
been an asset to the powertypes of top water lures.
ing needs of fishermen, heavy duty gearcase which
I have been taking a limit water taxi drivers and cargo is equipped with a highof sauger each trip by troll- boat operators since its in- strength prop shaft, two piing the shad color wee-r troduction in the remote nion bearings, and thrust
rebel along the main lake parts of the Far East, South washers. An emulsion-type
river channels and bars.
America and Africa," said carburetor mixes the air
You can also catch super Johnson Outboards Manager with the fuel before it enters
sized white bass this way Tom Kalbfus. "During that the carb, giving the
since they like the same time the Workhorse has pro- Workhorse 40 quicker starareas as sauger. It is also a ven to be a durable, ting and better idling.
good possibility you will spot economical and powerIts twin cylinders have
schools of stripes in the efficient outboard."
pressure backed piston rings
"jump" while you are trollIn the United States the designed to help seal the
ing. Keep a rod with a sur- Workhorse will be applicable pistons against the cylinder
face lure handy, but don't to the needs of the commer- walls, holding the combusget so excited you hook your cial fishing and shrimping tion power in. That helps the
fishing partner instead of a industries, offshore oil rig engine deliver more power
fish.
work and other water with less wear and better
Whatever you fish for, related construction work.
fuel economy.
take your youngsters if at all
possible and be safe.
*****************************
Happy Fishing!
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
*
*
*
*

1 Kenlake Marina I
*
*

WE'VE GOT THE NEWS!
AND MUCH MUCH MORE...

*
*
*

Tuesday

Tuesday's ledger and Times is
highlighted by the Building
Scene The Building Scene is an
formative section that gives
ow•to hints construction
costs, the latest inovations and
even floor plans. The Building
Scene is also highlighted with
advertising
retail
local
messages that can save you
money on your construction
projects. Catch the Building
Scene every Tuesday in the
Murray ledger & Time,

st
11.11
,

41

farrn forecast and Review,
telling ow 'amuses the latest in
agricukure news every Monday Farm forecast and Review
places emphasis on the local
agriculture scene featuring
people places and things in
Calloway County as well as insight on state and national
levek farm FOIPC/151 and
ReVieVe eVerY 440.dAY

Wednesday is the housewiyes
edition of the Murray ledger &
Times Along with all of the
local news, sports and regular
feature.. there .11C bargains
galore from all the local
groceries in Muria, Be a smart
consumer and don't MIAs the
bargains nattusg 00f ,OLI In
Wednesday ledger Tones

Fins&
Feathers

Church
'Page
friday features the ledger A
Times T.V, Week and Church
Page. Using Friday's ledger &
Times you can keep up with
your favorite television shows.
check for weekly church inlonnation All this and more is
yours in Friday's ledger &

Thursday
Thursday is also for bargain
/Pk hunters. In addition to the
# everyday emphasis on local
news, the good and the bad
the happy and sad man, local
folks announce upcoming
garage and yard sales in he
classified section of Thursdays
edition After keeping up with
what's going on around you
turn to the classified section
where the borne-hunter will
also find what's ayailable on
the local house scene

I

a

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON McCLURE
GRAYSON
rokt• 9.$ I s,yi OW of ArInrroy for 2 m les T.JrnMcClURI
',Of on 280
Follow 180 for 1 truly% past Bonner s Grocery
Take
blacktop into Ponoramcfand follow blacktop fo your rw,

Telephone,502-436-5483

:Tires, Wheels & Accessories:
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
•
410 N.4th
•
•
•
*
753-8364-753-6779
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

wre
rt‘''
Saturday, ledger & Times is
set on by Murray News Briefs
and fins and feathers. Murray
News Briels deals with
Murray s business community,
keeping up with promotions
awards and newcomers to
%mays business scene
Fins and feathers is the outdoor fan's page keeping in
stride with this areas outdoor
happenings, from new conservation legislation to how,
man, fnli old toe caught last
Friday is all there for the local
outdoor tans Saturdays in
The Murray ledger & Times,

We Give You News. We Give You
Fads.
We Give You More!
,the

•
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Murray
News
Briefs

Building
Scene

641 Super Shell
Hw.641 South

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky

753-4111
le'LL1

WHY WAIT, t.,., v.,

Sportsman's Marina

b•at
meter la- shape? Contact lob Simile, fernier
service wasaper el Mack Mack, year eartimeized
Sertery & AllerCreisar Service Dealer.

Ind

NEW 40 and 51'Covered Slips For Housoboats
NEW 30 Corona Slips Few Cruise..s

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boot Hoists
Easy to °patrols adminates rriarinii pro win on boat bottom

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
Seders Er Service
aal.ann.ara--

Subscribe Today
Contact LP.Delaney fr. Circulation Map.,75.1-1916

753-9131

Tour U-Haul Headquarters

At Jonathon Crook
Announces

Ledger 8r Times

*
*
*

(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 *
*

:
)
1 Rt. 1 Hardin ,

Saturday

Friday

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon I Ski
*
*
:Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage:
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
*
*

Six Days A Week We Give You News, Sports, Local Scene,
Opinion Page, Advertisements, Want Ads, Comics and more.
In addition to this,various aspects of community living are
featured on different days throughout the week.
Wednesday
Coupons

by smaller vehicles all are
covered in articles in this annual.
In addition, this year's
issue include economical
and timely tips on backpacking, outdoor cooking, bicycle
touring and motorcycle camping.
The annual is written by
noted writers in the outdoor
field and will be helpful in
planning vacations or
weekend excursions.
To obtain a copy by mail,
send $1.50 to — Coleman Outdoor Annual 1981, 250 N. St.
Francis, Wichita, Kan.,
67201.

Workhouse 40
Introduced

Jeassette Storey received her trophy heat J.leases for first place and big bass Is
the Bass'. Sal teeneaswat, held at Cypress Springs Reser,. Ifer bass were c.11..
a Bosky crank halt. The seat Ktastacky-Baritley
601 essating will be held
lAwati.-7, July 13, at? p.m. at the Trims* how.

44-r
5c#

Monday

A 12-page section on
"Small Car Camping" kicks
off the Coleman Outdoor Annual 1981, a 96-page publication on sale at newsstands
across the country from
June through August.
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Aurora Marine
Sorvico Inc.
located at ict U S 68 & BO ot the west end of Aurora Ky

Rt.5IOnton, Y‘2025

p.ws.

'kers:

Adpscont to Sportsman s &owl campground

•
iiMbet$01.4

, Sao. 14 p.m.
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'Funerals
Ryan Graham
Dies Friday
At Hospital
Mr. Ryan Graham, 67,
died Friday at 7:15 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A resident of Rt. 8, Murray, he is survived by his
wife, Christine Graham, and
two sons, Jerry of Rt. 1 Almo
and David of 715 Olive
Also surviving are four
grandchildren and one
great-grandchild.
Born in Calloway County
Jan. 13, 1914, Mr. Graham
was a a member of Northside Baptist Church where
he served as a deacon and
songleader.
Funeral services will be
held at 2:30 p.m. Sunday at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Larry Salornan and the
Rev. Randy Allen officiating. Gus Robertson will
provide the song service.
Burial will be in Murray
Cemetery.
Retired from Murray Auto
Parts, Mr. Graham was a
member of the Murray
Civitan Club.
Visitation will be at the
funeral home after 1 p.m. today.

Energy, Ag Secretary
Announces Grants
For Development
LEXINGTON,Ky.(API — Georgetown, $20,000 to
Energy
and demonstrate a small
State
Agriculture Secretary hydroelectric installation at
William Strugill has an- Johnson's Mill in Scott Counnounced more than $94,000 in ty.
grants to nine Kentuckians • Buckhorn Children's
for the development of in- Center, Buckhorn, $9,022 for
novative energy-saving pro- a passive solar energy
System that will utilize a
jects.
The grants, announced teaching greenhouse and a
Friday, were awarded by the solar collecting wall.
U.S. Department of Energy • Dr. R.G. Edwards and V.C.
through its Appropriate Currens, both of Lexington,
Technology Small Grants $9,800 to demonstrate a
throttling device to increase
Program.
The nine projects selected the efficiency of gas forcedair furnaces.
'
are:
• Elizabethtown State Voca- • Robert F. Crump,
tional School, $12,000, to in- Louisville, $9,344 to
stall a solar heating system demonstrate a hot water
for the school and to train., heater alteration designed to
students in the design, in- increase efficiency.
stallation and monitoring of • Dr. Mike McPherson and
Dr. William Wagner, both of
the system.
• F. Berry Lane, Waddy, Highland Heights, $10,000 to
$1,000 to develop a solar heat demonstrate the effecpump pre-heater to increase tiveness of a catalytic cornthe solar system's efficien- buster in reducing air pollution and creosote buildup in
cy.
• John A. ICnouse, Louisville, woodburning stoves.
$8,600 to demonstrate a solar • The Caldwell County Board
thermosyphoning ( liquid I of Education, $14,328 to
water system and its adap- develop and test solar
tability for retrofits on older collector-reflector window
units at the Westside
buildings.
Sutton, Elementary School.
•
Charlie

BUNCH OF BEAUTIES — The seven finalists in Friday night's fair queen contest
were (from left) Laura Ann Brown, Brenda Conley, Leslie Hopkins, Suzanne Pitman, Carol Spann, Tiffany Taylor and Valerie Wynn.

CONGENIAL KISS — Debbie Stubblefield, daughter of
Jim Stubblefield and Mrs. Hal Hosford, selected Miss
Congeniality by the other queen contestants, receives
a kiss from Tim Brown, son of Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood
Brown, while Carla Paschall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rick Paschall, look on.

Women Appointed To
Vacancies On Commission
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
— Gov,. John Y. Brown Jr.
has named eight women to
fill recent vacancies on the
Kentucky Commission on
Women and has appointed
Carole Morse of Louisville as
chairperson.
The appointments, announced Friday, included
Sandy Metts, wife of
Transportation Secretary
and Cabinet vice chairman
Frank Metts.
Mrs. Metts is the national
Democratic committeewoman from Kentucky
and a member of the board
of directors of the National
Council of Jewish Women.
Also named to the 25member commission for the
first time were Lela
Williams,
Radcliff;
Elizabeth Moeller, Graham;
Judy Hanekamp, Louisville
and Josephine Richardson,
Whitesburg.
Brown reappointed three

women to four-year terms.
They are Phyllis Wood,
Williamsburg; Wanda
Bradberry, Owensboro and
Betty McCann, Winchester.
Ms. Williams is employed
at Fort Knox and is a past
chapter chair of the Education Committee of the
NAACP.
Ms. Moeller is recently
retired as a regional
outreach coordinator for the
Department for
state
Human Resources food
stamp program
Ms. Hanelcamp has been
an active volunteer at the
Women's Crisis Center in
Northern Kentucky and
recently completed a peer
counseling program for
women at Thomas More College.
Ms. Richardson is a
founder of Appalshop, an
organization of artists
dedicated to the promotion
of arts and crafts in eastern
Kentucky.

Ms. Morse served until
recently as director of the
Louisville Spouse Abus
Center and started Ken
tucky's first shelter program
for abused women and their
children in 1977.
She formerly was press information manager for
WCAU-TV in Philadelphia
was a staff writer for
Fortune magazine in New
York.
Jessica Schikler, executive director for the Commission on Women, also announced recent appointments to fill staff vacancies.
Barbara Smith, the Equal
Employment Opportunity
coordinator for the Department of Personnel and Vicki
Dennis, a staff writer for the
Office of Tourism Development, will serve as executive
officers, while Doris
Meador, also from the
Tourism Office, will serve as
executive secretary.

Most Of Bo's Nude Scenes
On Cutting Room Floor
By JAY ARNOLD
Associated Press Writer
HOLLYWOOD (AP) —
With a federal judge calling
the shots, most of the nude
scenes by Bo Derek in
MGM's "Tarzan the Ape
Man" have been left on the
cutting room floor, the studio
said Friday.
U.S. District Judge Henry
F. Werker in New York had
asked for the cuts earlier
this week and MGM executives took a tentatively
re-edited version of the Rrated movie to the judge's
chambers Thursday in an attempt to head off a possible
injuction against the movie,
which is scheduled for July
24 release.
In a year-old suit, the
estate of Tarzan author
Edgar Rice Burroughs, who
licensed film rights for
MGM's original "Tarzan the

Ape Man" in 1931, is trying
to halt the Derek movie for
its nudity and because it
allegedly does not stick to
the original storyline.
The estate also said it does
not want Miss Derek — who
became famous for her work
in the movie -10," and twice
was featured nude in
Playboy magazine — in a
Taman film, with or without
clothes.
"The judge yesterday
(Thursday) asked for additional trims. We're complying with the judge's 'request," said an MGM official
who asked not to be named.
He said MGM executives, including David Chassman,
executive vice president for
production, would return to
New York next Tuesday with
another re-edited version.
He said the studio still
plans to release the movie in

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1980 Buick Skylark
4 door, white, gold vinyl interior, .47cyfrider, automatic, power steering, air Conditioner. 29xxx miles.

*6477.00
-Bwala Taykorlisevrelet
753-2617

641 South, Murray
OM WY

saws nears
tomes morn oilvg

about 1,000 theaters with an
R rating.
John Derek, who directed
his wife in the movie but still
had not seen the re-edited
version, charged Friday that
the judge was censoring the
movie.
The director said he spoke
to the editor of the film about
the session with the judge
and was told that 90 percent
— "about three or four
minutes" — of.Miss Derek's
nude scenes had been snippad.
"Now that's censorship,"
Derek said. "That's not conforming the picture to the
original story in any way.
There is a great miscarriage
of justice."

Lewis Given
'50-50' Chance
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) —
Country music star Jerry
Lee Lewis was given a "5050" chance of survival early
today after undergoing more
than five hours of surgery to
treat complications from a
previous operation for a ruptured stomach, according to
his ex-wife.
The 45-year-old singer was
listed in "extremely
critical" condition today, officials at Methodist Hospital
South said.
His former wife, Myra
Brown Lewis of Atlanta,said
Dr. James E. Fortune, the
surgeon who performed both
the earlier operation and
Friday's surgery, told her
Lewis' condition was a
"minute-to-minute,- hourhour proposition."
"He was worse off last
night than when he was first _
brought in," Mrs. Lewis said.
early today.

% .
FAIR'S FINEST — The 1981 fair queen and her court, selected Friday night, are
(from left) Laura Ann Brown, second runner-up; Carol Spann, queen; and Suzanne Pitman, first runner-up.

THE WINNING WAY — Carol Spann displays her winning style in Fridays fair queen
eant.

Kentuckians May Face Some Utility Increases
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— While some Kentuckians
will be getting a break on
their utility bills, others may
be facing additional increases as the result of actions before the state Public
Service Commission.
Louisville Gas and Electric Co. and Columbia Gas
both asked the PSC on Friday for large rate increases.
But at the same time, the
PSC was ordering Kentucky
Utilities, Inc. to refund $6.7
million to some of its
customers.
-1,G&E filed a request for
total $56.6 million increase in
its gas and electricity rates,
an increase amounting to
11.78 percent.
The increase would
amount to $6.5 million for
gas customers and $50.1
million for electrical
customers of the utility. The
average montly residential
gas bill would increase by
$1.17, while the average
monthly electrical bill would
go up by $5.20 for the summer and $4.84 for the rest of
the year.
LG&E officials said in
their request that for the
past few years the u‘dity has
been unable to earn the rate
of return on investment
found reasonable by the
commission in any of the
various rate cases it has
decided.
Moreover, in each of those
cases, the rate of return
allowed was, in the company's opinion,inadequate.
LG&E received a $47.7
million increase last
September from the old
Energy Regulatory Commission, the forerunner to the

current PSC. It was the sixth
general increase of the utility since 1972 and came on the
heels of a $34.8 million hike
the year before.
Columbia Gas asked for
$11.7 million in additional
revenues yearly, a 10.58 percent jump.
Columbia officials cited increased operating costs, ineluding higher costs of
materials and supplies,
labor and taxes. The company also wants a 16 percent
rate of return on common
equity.
The average monthly
residential bill would increase by $4.27 for the
102,600 Columbia customers
in 20 counties in the Lexington and Ashland areas.
Both LG&E and Columbia
Gas asked that the higher
rates go into effect Aug.l.
The PSC issued no order
Friday but has traditionally
delayed the effective date of
proposed increases for five
months pending hearings.
One such case where the
increase went into effect
before finally being decided
concerned electric rates
charged
by 'Kentucky
Utilities for a 13-month.
period in 1974-75.
KU was finally granted
rates lower than those
charged its customers and
the Lexington-based utility
was ordered Friday to
develop a refund plan within
15 days.
The plan would set up a
procedure for refunding the
$6.7 million in excess money
to those persons who were
customers of KU from May
15,1974 to June 23, 1.4,75.
The plan must piovide for

payment of interest at a rate bills of existing customers. — submits its refund plan.
of 6 percent per annum for
KU will have 60 days from
KU must also submit an
that portion of the $6.7 estimate of the cost of mak- the date the plan is approved
million collected from May ing the refund at the time it to complete the refund.
15,1974 to July 10,1974. For
that protion that KU over- GODFATHER'S PIZZA
collected from July 11,1974 to
A PIZZA
June 23,1975 there shall be
YOU CAN'T REFUSE
interest at 10 percent per an• Open Daily 11 AM
• Salad Bar
num.
• Open Sunday Noon
• Sandwiches
This 10 percent assess• Dine In-Carry Out
• Soft Drinks
ment shall apply for the
period July 11,1974 to June
19,1981.
If the company cannot find
'Hwy.641
certain customers from the
time period the refund is Central Shopping
due, those funds will be used
Center
Murray
as future credit on monthly

Gi7dfather's Pizza.
7530023

For year-round comfort —
set your thermostat and
dress for the weather?
So, for winter, tern the
thermostat deem to 65
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3% to year heating bills
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A kilowatt hour saved is a
kilowatt hour you don't have
to pay for.
So use electricity wisely.
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the (precast
gives for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Drive carefully, avoid
arguments about finances,
and don't make impulsive
decisions. Relationships are
happily accented towards
night/all.
TAURUS •
( Apr. 20 to Miy 20) :
1 $4
A close friend's erratic
behavior extends to spending,
too, but the evening brings an
upswing in your affairs. Luck
is likely.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) ns
9
‘
You're accident-prone now
and must curb recklessness.
Romance is fulfilling,
however, and singles may
decide to become engaged.
CANCER
(June 21 tolily 22) 8
0
You may be angered by a
change in plans regardiag a
date. Home life is solidly
rewarding now, and fine job
opportunities may arise.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22) iratiqt
You may be caught in the
middle of a family argument.
A friend may be difficult, but
your love life should give you
reason to smile.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23to Sept.22)
Guard against impulsive
career decisions and drive
carefully. You may receive a
gift from a family member.
Enjoy happy domesticity.
RA
ept. 23to Oct. 22)
Travelers may•meet with
extra expense. Avoid
arguments with in-laws. Happy news brings an improvementin your outlook this evening.
SCORPIO
(Oct.72 to Nov.21) MeV
Avoid hazardous activities.
Be careful with machinery.
Though you may be pleased
about a financial development,remain silent.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. toDec.21)
Surprising news may irritate you, especially if you
think something was done
behind your back. Social Le
brings renewed benefits.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
Once you realize a friend is
unreliable, you won't let this
person upset you. Be sure to
keep
new
career
developments confidential.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Don't mix business with
pleasure. Hold your peace, if
others are contentious. Evening brings pleasant times with
important friends.
PISCES
(Feb.19to Mar.20) X
Family arguments are
possible now. Try not to
become involved. Late afternoon brings important career
and money developments.

1'14
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Save 411.
8
Our Reg.96e-1.0

2F01.50
BileS
Smooth-fit Nylon
In misses'
White or beige.
B-10.
figure
full
sizes 5-7,
Unassembled
In Carton
Sale price

Sale Price

Metal Shelving Unit
4-shelf units are 60x36x12".
Sturdy, with a gray finish. Save.

Fresh Start Detergent
New detergent gets clothes
fresh and bright. 70 oz." Save.

5.58

Net el

Limit 2

2

Limit 2
Pkgs. 11
K mart° Disposable Coffee Filters
Package of 100. Designed to fit
many automatic drip units.

Limit 2
Your
Choice
Viasics Fresh Pock Pickles
Choose Polish dills or Kosher
dills in a 46-oz. net wt. jar. Save.

380

Sale Price

24 Plastic Drinking Cups
9-oz.-size cups in a selection
of colors. Big savings. Save.

Acta

EXTRA •
•COLOR •
• PRINTS

=.

YOU BORN TODAY are
creative, but inclined to scatter your energies. You need to
find an interest and then do
your own thing. Do not
become impatient if a project
you're working on does not bring an immediate return.
Learn to finish what you start.
You have a flair for communication — an asset in both
business and the arts. Politics,
public service, advertiising,
education and law are some of
the fields in which you'll find
fulfillment. You also have a
strong leaning to the arts, and
may find success in music,
writing, design and the
theater. Birthdate of: Bill
Cosby, comedian; Van
Morn, pianist; and Andrew
Wyeth,painter.

A tins', 3-inch-long fish
known as a stickleback lays
its eggs in an underwater
ne4 built by its mate. The
nest has a sandy bottom and
is lined with underwater
plant bits, according to National Geographic.

From Your Color
• Print Negatives

•

3 For *1
•

Standard
Size
Reprints
• Inquire About Our •
On-time Service

99c

No.1221

Proceseng not included

Our Reg. 2.66

CUTTER
MSECT REPELLENT

87

0Sale Price
Trigger Spray Fantastile
All-purpose household
cleaner, 32-oz
bottle.
•

HUNTING AND FISHING
LICENSES SOLD IN MOST
SPORTING GOODS DEPTS

Our Reg.2.97

kinlit,slIk
,..,

• Iv- ••
-••

Our Reg. 578
Take-with Price
Black-and-White Portable TV Set
Solid state, instant picture and sound. AGC,low
pbwec usage Lightweight. white cabinet.

Each
Color Print Film
Choose Focal° 126/12
or 110/12 ASA 100

2.3

IIII97Cream
7Spray
Your Choice Of Cutter'insect Repellent
1-oz.' concentrated cream formula or 6-oz"
easy-on spray. Protects against mosquitoes and
other biting insects. Regular or evergreen
•FI oz

Sporting
Goods
Dept

•'Net wt

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICES

FL cm

SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
7-Day Radial Tire Sale

Carry Out,Ea.$6

s)
ICTRICAt
SYSTEM CHICK

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have nor
received thew home -delivered
copy of lbe Ms Wen& lilts by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays ore urged
to call 7511114 between 5 II p.
sidI p.a. Noah, bough bidet w
e.• en I p.m Sottdort
A circulation deportment em•
ployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of yOur nowspopor Coils roust
be placed by Sipa weektipys or
4 in. Soturdoys to guarantee
delivery.
The revisit business office
hours of Ds NMI WiltI henare I tn. 6 5 as.. Monday
*tough Friday end I.. nem
iaturdoys

lin•Ned $ Mee* P..
fleplessumenet LIftWeed
NA • 1111* SUM%
Preemie Ailles•nwtef
wntetn *01.14•••11.11*
Leber Is includes
Adellonal sernow errs°

"KM Radial 225" Steel-belted Radials

Sale Price

$39

7

3.8
(A
8R78x 1 3)
Pl6r5R/80R512
Pius FIT. 1.73 Each

Lar er Sizes Comparably Priced
Mounting Included • No Trade-In Required
All Tires
Fit Each

Each
.D. Shocks I
For many U.S. cars.
All-weather fluid.

Sale Price

$9
.41

011,Lubo, MOW
Labor it included.
For many cars.
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Change In Poll Worker Selection Cited .11A111
By DENISE FIZZPATIKWIL more than 400 of the 1,500
Ameelated Preas Writer
voters in six Perry County
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- precincts where illegal pracThe chief magistrate of a tices by poll workers are
six-county judicial circuit in said to have taken place.
eastern Kentucky says elec- Combs' attorney, John Y.
tion workers should be Brown Sr., has said he could
chosen like jurors, not ap- see "no sensible reason for
pointed on a policital basis. bringing 500 or 600 people
F. byrd Hogg, who heads here."
the Mountain Region of the Nearly 200 voters have
state's circuit, courts, is a already taken the stand in
circuit judge in Letcher the six-day trial, which is set
County. He is also serving as to resume Monday.
special judge in a Perry Hogg said Thursday in a
..County civil trial that he telephone interview that he
'says has exposed a is "appalled at the flagrant
"widespread lack of respect violations of election law"
for state election law" that have been revealed duramong poll workers.
ing the testimony so far.
The trial was prompted by "I think it's been
a lawsuit filed by unsuc- demonstrated in Perry
cessful sherifrs candidate County," said Hogg, "that
Bob Byrge, who lost the May there's been a complete and
26 ,Democratic primary total disregard for the
nomination to V.G. Combs statutes on the procedure for
by 554 votes.
proper voting."
Byrge has charged that ex- Hogg said his remark was
tensive vote-buying and in- based only on evidence
terference by poll workers presented so far in the trial,
swung the election in his op- and did not reflect his final
ponent's favor.
judgment on the case.
His attorney, Daniel Hall He said the percentage -of
of Hazard, has subpoenaed voters who have sworn that

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
2 Certain
1 Musical
diamonds
instrument
3 King of
Bastian
5 Son of Adam
9 Emerged vic- 4 Lamprey
5 Indian
toruxis
Province
12 Entreat
13 Transaction
6 Cake mix
14 Anger
7 Spanish
15 Scale note
article
16 Roster
8 Limb
9 Polishes
48 Opening
'
-'20 French article 10 Conjunction
11 Compass pt.
22 Rodents
24 Bird's home 17 Negative
27 Too bad!
prefix
29 NYC piayers 19 Article
31 Haggard title 21 Brunches
23 Walk
32 Liquid
25 Breaking
measure
into
34 Harvest
fragments
36 Cooled lava'
37 Expert
26 Annoyed
27 Nearly
39 Folds
41 Who's
28 Deposits
first?
30 Seascxiing
42 Halt
•
' 335
44 Experience
45 Pig's place
47 Meat dish
49 teen-to
50 Russian ruler
of yore
52 Jhcob's
brother
54 Teutonic
deity
55 Corded cloth
57 Gratuities
59 Exists
61 Cushion
63 Is in debt
65 Skin problem
67a boy!
58 Saucy •
69 Book'part
DOWN
lAwsv

Aaswer ti Friday's Paile

IOU EOM OUCI
MOW CEBU MU
IOU MC GUMMI
CCU UM MOB
MUM BOO OCUIR
rrn MOU WOO
1311 OCUOUIDO MU
CCU MAU CUM
AMU CCU MUM
CUE CUD CCU
OULICHOU OUID UU
COU UWOU OCOM
GUO MECO EMU
35 Edible seeds
38 Repetition
40 Wimbledon
winner 1975
43 Annoy
48 Distant
measures
48 Blouse
51 Scale note

53 Above
58 Soda
58 Fall guy
80 Espy
61 Greek letter
62 Near
64 You and I
68 Calcium
symbol

illegal activity took place "is
too high too ignore."
-We've always have had
this (election law violations)
since time immemorial,"
said the judge, "but I've
never seen it so serious and
so widespread."
Hogg likened the situation
to "open bidding for voters."
He said a better system for
selecting poll workers might
guard against corrupt election practices.
"We ought to be selecting
these people like we do
jurors," he said. "It's all
political now."
In a separate court action,
a grand jury has been im1111"

paneled to look into the alleged voting irregularities in
Perry County.
The grand jury has
reportedly met twice but has
issued no repent, said Perry
Circuit Judge Calvin Minis.'
"I think there are more
elections contested now
because the counties have a
lot more money," said
Mains.
He said that Perry
County's revenues have
swelled to $35 million in recent years, providing higher
salaries for its elected officials.
"There's a lot more at
stake in elections now," he

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111
I
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11111

1

added. "It's a lot more
lucrative than it used to be."
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Corn Crop Spells
Bad News
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)U.S. Department of
Agriculture corn crop
estimates spell bid news for
Kentucky fanners, and
perhaps for consumers as
well.
According to figures
released Friday by USDA,
Kentucky corn yields are
estimated at 85 bushels an
acre, some five bushels an
acre below normal.
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"What's On The Menu" with Jesus" at the morning hour,
scripture from Mark 10:17-n and the Youth Choir will sing
and Jude 1:1-21 at the 8:45 at the evening hour.
The ordinance of baptism
and 10:50 a.m. services on
will
be observed at the close
Sunday, July 12, at the churof
the
evening service.
7Th &POPLAR
ch.
Sunday Scool with Dan
CHURCH OF CHRIST
"By My Side" will be sung
John Dale will speak on by Pam Pisoni and Kevin Billington as superintendent
"Blessed Are the Believers" Ellerbusch at both services. will be at 9:45 a.m.
Nursery workers will be
with scripture from John The Chancel Choir, directed
20:26-29 at the 8:30 and 10:40 by Paul Shahan with Bea Robbie Hale, Lorene Smith,
a.m. services and on "The Farrell as organist, will sing and Frances Wyatt,Sunday,
Golden Rule" with scripture the anthem, "Come Unto and,Roberta Hall, Wednesday.
frm Matthew 7:12 at the 6 Me," at the later service.
p.m. services on Sunday, JuThe youth from Aberdeen,
MEMORIAL
ly 12, at the Seventh and Miss., will present "Road
BAPTIST
Christ.
Church
of
Poplar
Show No. 2" at the Youth
"Rewards
of Right LivPrior to the Sunday even-'
Tueschurch
on
Night
at
the
4
ing" with scripture from
ing ,service, Tony Alfambra, day,July 14,at 5:30 p.m.
Prov. 3:1-26 will be the 10:50
missionary to Spain;now in
a.m. sermon topic, and
Murray with his family, will
ST.LEO'S
"Avoiding the Curse of God"
present a brief mesage.
CATHOLIC
Assisting in the services
The Rev. Martin Mattingly with scripture from Prov.
will be Johnny;Bohannon, will be the celebrant at the 3:33 will be the 7 p.m. serMark Pugh, Gary Roberson, masses at 6:30 p.m. today mon topic for the Rev. Dr.
Kim Weatherford, Jim and at 8 and 11 a.m. and 4:30 Jerrell White at the services
Ragsdale, Danny Cleaver, p.m: on SUnday, July 12, at on Sunday, July 12, at the
Memorial Baptist Church,
Jerry M. McCallon, Lenith St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Main
and 10th Streets. ,
Ron
Hill,
' Rogers, Amos
"Revelation the Basis of
Dr. Jim Carlin, deacon of
McNutt, Walter Mehr, Faith" will be the sermon
James Lee Harmon, Max topic. John Boltz will be the the week, will assist in the
Walker, Noah Wheatley, minister for communion at services. Milton Greslunan
Lonnie Furr, Max Farley, the 11 a.m. mass. Flowers is minister of music with
Earl Nanny,and Amos Hill.
for the altar will be donated Margaret Wilkins as
Jeanne Thornton will be by Mr. and Mrs. Charles organist and Michael
Wilkins as pianist.
the teen nursery helper and Stulga.
Church Teaching with
Rhonda Manners will be the
special class helper. Serving
- Ralph- Bogard as director
GRACE BAPTIST
on the extension department
The Grace Baptist Church, will be at 9:40 a.m., and
will be Joe Garland and 617 South Ninth Street, Mur- Church Training with Glenn
Gene McDougal.
ray, will hear the pastor, the .Hale as director will be at
Bible study will be held at Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak at p.m.
nursery
Volunteer
9:45 a.m.Sunday.
the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Culpepworkers
will
be
Nell
services on Sunday,July 12.
FIRST UNITED
Leland Peeler will direct per, Frances Vance, and
METHODIST
the music with Dwane Jones Cindy Vance. Serving as
The Rev. Jimmy Stubbs, as organist and Terry volunteer nursery workers
minister of evangelism of Downey as pianist. The Mix- last week were Eva Bogard,
the First United Methodist ed Ensemble will sing "No Winnie Gould, and Jeremy
Church, will speak on One Cared For Me Like White.
Various churches in the
area have announced
meetings and services at the
churches.
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2. Notice

FIRST BAPTIST
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker will speak on "Wait
and See" with scripture
from Acts 5:33-42 at the 10:45
a.m. service, and on "The
Coming of The Lord" with
scripture from I Thessalonians 4:13-5:11 at the 7 p.m.
service on Sunday, July 12,
at the First Baptist Church.
Randy Sorrow, Minister of
youth, and Owen Billington,
deacon of the week, will
assist in the services.
Mrs. Gale Vinson will sing
a solo at the morning hour.
The Church Choir, directed
by Wayne Halley, minister
of music, with Joan Bowker
as organist and Alene Knight
as pianist, will sing "Create
in Me A Clean Heart, 0
God."
At the evening hour Mr.
Halley will sing a solo and
also direct the Church Choir
as they sing "Without Him."
The flowers for the sanctuary will in memory of
Glenn Wooden by his family.
Dr. Ray Moore served as
minister of music on Sunday,
July 5, while Mr. Halley was,
on vacation.
Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Church Training will be at6p.m.

Vernon Mathis
Awarded Master
Of. Divinity
VernonDale Mathis,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hale Mathis,
Route 3, Murray, was
awarded a master of divinity
degree from Emory Univer.sityin Atlantaan June45.
Mathis nwas among .1,450
persons granted degrees,according to President James
Laney.
Those receiving degreei
were from Embry College,
the Nell liodpon Woodruff
School of Nursing, the
Graduate ScimoLat Ar411Aad
&knees, and the schools of
medicine, dentistry,
Umtata, IAW And btobleas
"(Ministration.

Carter Studio

I

300 Mem

153 29

SgeWd
Kelm!epee

isms
$16.90se weft
seipv elfhb et

Ilonew's
Western
St."
Olympic Pkno
Opole o.m. to9 p.n.
753-7113

Bible Facts. Free store for
the needy. 759-4600.
WHY PAY 7
RENT?
$59.50 per month buys
your own quality 4 ft. x 8
ft.
flashing
arrow
changeable letter sign.
Complete! Call collect.
Cutiff Signs, 502-7822222.

meeeeN
Complete Engine
Tune Up 4-6-8 Cyl
%Novi/ $35.00
ECONOMY TIRE
•
& SERVICE
753-8500

i

Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-7359-.
SPECIAL
Up to 75% off on al
Jewelry. Purchase
A108.00 or more and
get a set of 14k1 gold
stirrings. A large
selection of diamond
'kV*. swings. 90k1
chains, etc. to choose
from.

GOLD fr
SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic
Shopping Center .
Open 9 ALM.to II p.m.
753-7113

FABRICS
25% off origisol
ice. Entire tock
1 2 price
erns /
hen purchased with
brie: for same.
wing machines new
used. Ask for
onstration.

MURRAY
SINGER SHOP
'Bel Air Center
,k
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm 'Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radia
27. Mobile Home Sales
20. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Llyestock-Supphes
311.. Pets-Supplies
39. Pouttry-Suppties
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Sekrvices
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade55. Feed And Seed
56, Free Column'
57. Wanted

25% SAVINGOn ell fabrics isi stock.
Porous Vs price wills
earthing. Al fabrics
few sans.

.1.4411MY;.:.
Skijor Shop
Ilel Air Center
Morrey, Ay.

3. Card of Thanks

14. Want To Buy

Many thanks to relatives,
friends, and neighbors of
Kathleen for their thoughts,
the many prayers said, for
the good food, the beautiful
flowers, and for their help
in any way. Special thanks
to'Linn Funeral Furneral
Home for such wonderful
service. Thanks so much to
the church choir for their
songs, and to Brother C.C.
Brasher for his words of
comfort. Also, thanks to all
the pallbearers, -her
nephews, for the gentle
steps to her final resting
place on this Earth. God
Bless each and every one.
The Brewer and York
Families.
There are no words that can
express our appreciation to
all those who were so_
thoughtful of us in the loss
of our companion, Daddy,
Granddaddy, and Daddy-inlaw, for the many flowers,
food, cards, kind words,
and many prayers. Coy
would have appreciated
each of you so much.
Special thanks to the
nurses of the Emergency
Room, Dr. Howard, the
Murray City Police who
came to me so promptly
and showed so much care,
and dear friends, Bro. Paul
Bogard and Bro. Randolph
Allen, our wonderful
neighbors, the Blalock
Coleman funeral Home for
caring out our every wish,
the dear friend who made a
return trip from vacation to
be with us, and most of all,
our Heavenly Father who
saw fit to let him go just,
the way he prayed for. Our
loss is His gain.
The Family of Coy Hale, his
wife, children, grandchildren. sons- and datiihtersin-law.

A set of used woman's golf
clubs and bag. 759-1207.
Ice cream parlor style table
and chairs. 753-0089.
Nice alder country home on
Small acreage, dose to
town. 753-2437.
Want to buy a Boar Hog.
436-5844.
Ili Size interspring mattress'
in good condition. 7533143 after 4:00.

5. Lost &found
Lost or Stolen: Billfold at
Murray Calloway Park
swimming area. Call Krista
Jean Cooper, -753-3849 .or
753-4155. Reward.
Lost: Purse and Billfold, in
Lynn Grove vicinity. Keep
money, but return papers.
Mail to Rt. 6, Box 60-B,
Dorothy Lawrence or call
753-7402.
MISSING:
MALE
SCHNAUZER, in vicinity of.
Duncan's Gro., on Rt.6. Call
753-4302 or 436-2870.

6. Help Wanted
Food Service Supervisor.
High school degree with 4
years experience in Food
Service. Responsible for
overall meal preperation.
Sopervise 20 to 30 Employees. Position available
August 10th. $5.85 per
hour. Apply at Personnel
Services, 2nd floor Sparks
Hall. Murray State University. An equal opportunity
employer, M/F.
Need a babysitter from 9 til
5, Monday thru Friday.
Must be over 30 yrs. of age
and have experience and
references. 753-8370 or
753-0318 after 6 p.m.
Need reliable adult to
babysit part-time in my
home. Send short resume
to P.O. Box 93, Murray.
Secretary-Receptionist, fulltime. Prefer medical background with dictaphon€
and bookkeeping ex.
perience. Salary negotiable.
Action - Personnel,
753-6532.

9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call'753-0751.
Would like job houSecleaning. Dependable and
'honest. Have references.
159-1255.
Would like to thow lawns.
Call 753-7680.

10. Business
Opportunity
$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. For
information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob, Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.
Immediate opening, in
Camden, TN. On the
job training, requires artistic talent, good manual
dexterity, willingness to
learn. Work hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
apply with pg,sonal information to Box 1040-1.

.12. Insurance

15. Articles For Sale
Federal refrigerated show
case. 753-5434.
New electric typewriter and
desk. Call 492-8374.

pi
t

Conan
Heavy
Like al
Price
354-8i
Frettra
Deliver
"Let's

VIC111115,

from b
Oft
Rt. 6,
Rd.),
Phone

Wind(
753-92

26.71
Sail Boat, 1980
Macgregor 25, like
new, fully equipped.
58,500. 489-2711
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
FOR SALE
Porch Swing on stand.
$35.00 in good condition. 489-2711.
Potting soil 46 lbs; top soil
40 lbs; peat humus 40 lbs;
cow manure 40 lbs; lawn
lime 50 lbs; all $1.99. Play
sand 55 lbs; $2.89. Coast to
Coast Hardware, Central
Shopping Ctr.

Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

16. Home
Furnishings
3 piece white French
provencal bdrm. suite. Also,
velvet headboard, drapes,
bedspread, roll pillow set.
753-6626 after 5.
• Early American couch. Exc.
condition, $125. 753-6391.
G.E. Electric range, excellent condition. 753-5439;
keep trying.

19. Farm
Equipment
For sale: B Allis Chamblers
tractor. Good condition.
After 5 p.m. call 753-0649.
Red Belly Ford, good
condition, new rear tires,
new pump and piston in
power-lift. $1650. Call
753-9929.

20. Sports
Equipment
Portable, regulation-size
basketball goal. Very sturdy.
Call 753-6376 after 5:00.
The-fistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsfille junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
SHEET
MUSIC
ALL THE LATEST HITS
AS WELL AS GOLDEN
OLDIES.
Open daily till 7:00
p.m.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous
10 ft. Hussmon freezer,
open with full mirror in '
back
runs perfect-4.. 43i506 $400.
2 Antique Oalt illowaises.
Full glass, Niding doors,
goad condition. $500.7.'
;
. L436-2506.

OpI

Aa

27:11

12x60
bdrm,
153-551
753-60:
1-970
Home v
room, I
add-on
heat an
bath al
living s
436-5C
1971 1
2 bdrn
underpi
1974 1
conditk
on. Par
extras.
24' by !
approx.
Dishwat
complel
000.43
Nice 1i
Centra
Runabo
trailer,
753-22/

10x55
tore, $1
437-441
nights.
10 x 5
conditic
753-911
12x 6
furnitur
natural
May be
12x 65
with gi
water,
nished.
Estate.
2 Bdr
central
acre lot
$125 rr
753-35;
2 Bdrr
furn.
Referen
247-28!
Comple
bdrm.
miles t
per mc
man Re
Double
bdrm.,
Ilv,ing a
apphan
area. 4:
Two ma
well he
Adults
after 5
Two tit
Murray,
489-26

2FH

15,000
sir-conr
tion. $1

For
conditil
Phone

Imr
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Per
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Pha
idei
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req
Led
Per

110

go.
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,
IC313
1
24. Miscellaneous
Concrete Mixer, Sears
Heavy Duty, 21
/
2 cubic if
Like new, used 1 hour. Halt
price or best offer. Call
354-8628.
Firewood, $25 a rick.
Dektred. Call 436-2744
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Wind chimes $12.00.Call
753-9206

26. TV-Radio
Used
COLOR TV'S
BARGAINS!
Opera till 9:00 p.m.

CLAYTONS
Across from Mull

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale

29. Heating-Cooling

34. Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate

28,000 BTU Frigadaire 3 Bdrm house near KY
air -conditioner $250 24" Lake, completely furnished
1
2 h p Dayton Includes washer/dryer
exhaust fan, /
motor, like new $65 Call $200, deposit required
753-8964 after 5
753-7151
3 Bdrm., with dble. garage,
30. Business Rental garden
space. Newly reApartments for rent, near decorated Furnished or
downtown Murray. 753- unfurnished Family only.
4109, or 436-2844
753-5209 or 753-2876.
Paducah business location- For rent or sale, nice small
3000 garage, 3 overhead 2 bdrm. house Air-cond .
doors, bath, ample parking, nice lot, partially furnished.
no restrictions, near 1-24, quiet neighborhood. For
with or without excellent couple or with one child
brick home. Darnell Real- Water furnished. $160 per
tors. 554-3566. 554-2251.
month. 489-2595.
New 3 Bdrm, brick house
on 5 acres; dining room,
Mlai
family
room. 2-car garage,
Wareiteesa
central
heat/air. $275
Storage Spec*
month, plus deposit. Call
'Sr...'
498-8589 or 901-247-5576.
7,53-4758
z
Small clean house in
Hardin, some furniture. Call
31. Want To Rent
431-4462 days, 437-4569
TO RENT Nice country nights.
home close to town
36. For Rent Or Lease
753-2437
A small Winnebago that
Need It?
sleeps 5 to 10 people, from
Rent NI
August 7th thru 19th
759-4685, ask for John
Air Compressors
Braswell
Wanted: nice, furnished,
Ws got It and much,
one bedroom apartment for
ouch
nom
81-82 college year. Good
comins
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln.,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

12x60 Mobile home. 2
bdrm, 11
/
2 bath. Call
753-5500, 753-0996, or
753-6078.
1970 Cambridge Mobile
Home with 7' tilt-out living
For Rent
room, large 12x24 factory 32. Apts.
2
Bdrm.
apart.
furnished or
add-on bedroom. Cental
heat and air, fully carpeted, unfurn. New carpet. Adults,
bath and Y2, 1080 sq. ft. no,pets. Lease and deposit
living space. Other extras. required. Call 753-9208 at.
4 p.m.
436-5675 after 6 p.m.
1971 12x60 Mobile home, 2 Bdrm. garage apartment.
2 bdrm., central heatair, No pets, no children. Now
available. Call 753-6200.
underpinning, tied down.
1974 12x60 2 Bdrm. Exc. Furnished 1 bedrm. ap3rtcondition. 2 Rooms added ment, carpeting, air-cund.,
on. Partially furnished with private entrance; near
University. 753-7418.
extras. 4i944165. •
24' by 54' double wide, on Furnished, extra nice large
approx. 3 acre Wooded lot. 3 room apartment near
Dishwasher and woodstove; hospital. University couple
completely remodeled. $19, or graduate student
preferred. Heat, water
000. 437-4729.
furnishes. No pets, chilNice 1974 12x65 Crimson. dren. Private, quiet.
753Central air. $4800. 1299 or
753-3913.
Runaboat, 151
/
2 motor and
Call
trailer,
$350.
753-2241.

200 I. M.7534211
For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
apartments. Central heat/air, carpets. Man and wife,
or lady teacher. Call
4.92-8850, or 753-8067.
Equal Opportunity Housing.
For rent, lot located 6 mi.
South of Murray on 641.
Set up for mobile home.
Call 753-4155.

Porde.& Thermos
losereoce
Real Estate
Sevilla& Coors Sq.
Morroy,Keotochy
753.4451
OWNER FINANCED AND
ASSUMABLE LOAN. Now
you can afford to buy at a
low interest rate this 3
bedroom brick house on
lovely lot Save on utilities
with insulation to TVA standards. Priced low to sell
quickly. Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724
STOCK OR CROP FARM No. 107 - 100 ACRES Mil..
'41 mile off state highway, 142 miles from store. 11 miles
to town. On all service
routes 70 bottomland acres
(50 of which are tillable ).
Pasture should support 50
cattle. Creek goes through.
, Hardwoods on the 30 wooded
acres. Electricity and phone
available for your new
home. Owner says that
there is good fowl hunting.
Joins TVA land. Make it
yours for $100,000 owner
financing.
Strout Realty
Kn. t. KENNON, Broker
1412 Coldwater Rd.
Murray. kentutity 42071

Call 753•1116(anytime)

Mobile home at Panorama
Shores with house-type
roof. Fully furnished, central heat and air, 2 bds.,
carpeting, double insulated, boatramp and
swimming access. Concrete
block foundation.
Just Reduced!
Must sell. 3 Bdr. Brick
home with refrigerator,
range, dishwasher stay.
Heat pump and central air.
carpeting, fireplace, large
deck on back. Beautifully
landscaped, 3 walk-in
closets. $59,000.

38. Pets-Supplies

113

43 Real Estate

43. Real Estate

52. Boats and Motors 53,Sykes offered

1981 Honda 200 ATC, 2 16' Trihull ski boat As is Asphalt driveways and
• 'non
old 753258l After $250 474-2390
parking lots sealed by

YD-MA1
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friçndit Tutich'

513 BEALE ST.
This newt 2 bedroom
home, electric heat,
carpeted, kitchen appliances included.
Perfect for small
family - you can buy
this and pay less than
rent. Only 24,900. less
than replacement
cost.
ACREAGE PLUS
CITY LIVING
Old 641 N., a lovely 3
/
2 bath By.
B.R. 11
(full basement has
recreation room,
with fireplace, utility
room, it bath,
garage and storage
area), 2900 sq. ft.
under roof. Situated
on 5 lovely acres,
mostly tendable.
This new listing
won't last long at
$49,900.00.

7
GOOD INVtSTMENT. Large
older house, 3 or 4
bedroom on extra large lot.
Owner - will finance. This
house, _has many large
rooms with basement and
garage. Could be converted
into several apartments for
art excellent investment.
Would consider trade, or
only $28,000. Call today.
Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.
Appralsels - Conflating - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894

753-1222
PIIIITIPS IF OR 1.1%/NW.

MOBILE HOME
AND 15 ACRES
Located 5 miles west
of Murray on the Butterworth Road, this
choice tract has 8
tendable acres, 3
acres of woods, and 2
icturesque ponds in
a lovely setting. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living at an
affordable price in
the mid 20's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private 5
acre fenced tract
near Kentucky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and stocked pond,
you can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
the property. A real
buy at only $13,500.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud Realty Home team at
753-1222 for all the
details.

44. Lots For Sale
Murray's Newest
Exclusive Subdivision
Woodgate Estates
Paved streets, curbs

ond gutters, city water
and sewer, R-1 restrictions. Located on John-

AKC ,Dachshund
Morrey-Cellewey
$75. 489-8397.
ny
Robertson Road.
Ceonty Realty
Financing available.
AKC Registered Toy Poodle
(502)7534144
Creekwood
pups. Also, litter of
304 N. 12* Si,
Developers Inc.
Cock-A-Poos, 6 wks. and
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-4091
wormed. 753-2771.
Day A. limestdinikin
Horse County- 10 acres or
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A Hemmed In? The open park your mobile home and Two acres on Irvin Cobb Rd
sport all ages can enjoy. spaciousness of this one enjoy this country setting. 753-0840.
Discover the thrill of floor plan makes the kit- Acreage completely fenced, 46. Homes For Sale
28. Mobile Homes
liv- well and septic inthe time to knowing how your--dog chen, dining area, and one
is
Now
Assume this loan. Two story
For Rent
really communicates. 436- ing room practically
cluded...convenient loca- brick with full dry
Embassy
basethe
more
to
room
with
beamed
huge
tion
between
2858.
Mayfield and ment, 5 Bdrms.,
10x55 Trailer, some furnilow,
low
inand
ceiling
Murray. Take a look today.
Apartments. Two For sale: Golden Hampsters. cathedral
ture, $125 per month. Call
utility bills, nice yard on
lighting.
The
3
direct
Offer
by
21. quiet street near down437-4462 days, 437-4569
bedroom apartment Call 435-4158 after 3 PM. bedrooms are in a quiet Loretta Jobs,CENTURY
Realtors...753- town. Priced to sell.
nights.
cat to give away. separate wing. Add 1 and 1492.
for rent. CaU 153- Household
753-7838.
10 x 55 Trailer, excellent
Suitable for older person. 1.4 baths. This home has an
4331 or 153-3530.
condition. 753-1551 nights,
Has had all ahots. 753- assumable loan...priced in
Brick home, 3 bdrm., on 3
753-9104 days.
8287.
the low 40's. Call 753large lots, 30x40 garage.
I],
II
Located 6 mi. West of
12x 60 2 Bdrm. New
Male Keeshond, 3 years old 1492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Murray on 94. Cali 435furniture, new carpet, a.c.,
Call 435-4389
753-1222
4490.
natural gas, cable vision. Furnished Garage apart1013411eS FOR ...mom
Three each, 2
May be seen at Shady Oaks. ment near MSU. Rent Rabbits, from babies to
Brick house in Coldwater.
reasonable. Call after 5 breeders. Phone 753-9207.
Bedroom
Trailers, gas
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
/
2 bath p.m., 1-527-3531 or 1-527- Almo Heights.
12x 653 bdrm. 11
IMPRESSIVE
heat, window air, furroom and den, 2 car garage.
with gas heat. Cable TV, 1912.
40.
Produce
RESIDENCE
nished, priced for
on large lot. $49,900. Call
water, trash pickup, fur• pproxirnately 4500
753-2493 or 489-2145.
quick sole. Rents for
nished. Coleman Real Have for rent, 2 bedroom Peaches, $10 bushel
-q. ft. of living area
duplex. Near University (3 436-5427
Estate. 753-9898.
$450 per month.
Brick house, 2 yrs. old.
/
2
blocks,) large private patio.
in this 5 bedroom, 31
Priced at $9,500.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
41. Public Sale
2 Bdrm. mobile home, Call after 5, 753-6699.
style
Georgian
bath
formal dining room, large
central heat/air. On half
753-91118
2 Family Yardsale, 9-?.
home located where
Two
Bdrm.
duplex
in
den, 2 car garage, concrete
acre lot, 3 mi. east of town.
Books,
games,
toys,
clothes,
city and County
•
drive. Large patio with
$125 month, $100 deposit. Westwood Subdivision. Dis- misc. Calloway St., Hazel,
meet. Large living
R I -1 I I `. • I'
hwasher, stove, refrig.,
cedar fence. House has
753-3534 or 753-0712.
room with marble
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
disposal. Very energy ef- 1st brick house on the
many extras. Owner will
2 Bdrm. trailer, partially ficient. $250 month. Availa- right. Watch for signs.
fireplace,formal dinconsider financing. See at
turn. Adults, no pets. ble Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742 Carport Sale.. Friday and
ing room, den with
1809 Wiswill Rd., or call
References required. Call or 305-792-5565.
fireplace. Many exSat., 7 a.m. until 2 p.m.
753-0839 or 436-2935.
247-2853 after 5 p.m.
clothing,
tras in quality and
Two bedroom apartments in Children's
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
design with all the
Completely furnished 2 attractive setting, carpeted, glassware, furniture, boy s BV
with 1400 plus sq. ft.
bdrm. 'mobile home 21
/
2 central heat and air, clothing, misc. 904 North
appurtances of a tru753-1222
living area, fully carpeted, 3
miles east of town. $110 kitchen appliances fur- 18th.
ly luxurious family
Homes FOR LIVII1G
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
per month, deposit. Cole- nished, washer/dryer hook Moving Sale; many bargins.
home. Manicured
and family room combinaman Real Estate. 753-9898. up. 753-7550, or 753-7559. Cash only, 759-1495.
NEW
lawn with a variety
tion, living room, utility,
ATESBOROUGH
of flowering trees,
Double wide 24x60, 3 Two bedroom duplex. Moving sale, in Kirksey.
one large bath, lots of
LISTING
flowers . shrubs
bdrm., 2 bath, spacious Central heat and air, outlets Everything
storage. Low $40's. Call
Economical three
cover 1 NI acres. Cirliving and dining area. Gas :ar washer and dryer. No goes. Concrete blocks,
753-9818. Must see to
bedroom home only 3
cular drive, brick
appliances. New Concord pets. 753-9741.
appreciate.
garden 5 HP plow, 25" TV.
years old. Home has
walkway and patio
area. 436-2676.
cabinet sewing machine,
For sale by owner, six room
33.
Rooms
for
Rent
meticulously
been
accent
this stunning
chickens,
6'
fence
and
in
small,
Two mobile homes
brick house. 2 bedrooms.
maintained both insetting. Contact Kopwell kept court. $85-$115, Furnished room for rent. 1 posts, 1974 Vega GT,
garage, on corner lot,
heat
and
out,
has
side
perud Realty, 753block
from
MSU.
Living
complete
stereo
set,
men's
Singles.
753-8216
78x187'. In quiet reAdults or
room, kitchen, laundry coats, furniture and appump heating and
1222, for Full-time
sidential neighborhood.
after 5 p.m.
facilities. Wall to wall
cooling system,large
Real Estate Service.
Walking distance to shopTwo bedroom trailer near carpet. $50 a month. pliances, much more. 489two-car garage with
INVEST IN THE
2330.
ping center. Call 753-1276.
Murray, no pets. Call Phone 759-4538.
FUTURE
storage area and atMultiple party yard sale.
489-2611.
Furnished, year round
tractively priced at
Located on South
Rooms for rent, one block Four TVs, video games,
cabin, Pine Bluff Shores.
29. Heating-Cooling from
only $62,500. Phone
12th St.,.this property
University. Call 753- .- stereo, and much more.
Air-conditioning, communhas excellent poten753-1222, Kopperud
15,000 BTU Fridgadaire 1812 or 753-6933. Also, a 102 S. 16th St. Saturday,
ity water, electric heat.
tial for a business
Realty, for Real Serair-conditioner, good condi- set of golf clObs for sale.
from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
759-1074, 753-2649.
location. Currently
vice in Real Estate.
tion. $100 firm. 753-4378. Rooms for rent, /
1
2 block Yard Sale. Fri., Sat., 8 a.m.
Small neat house near
SPEAKS
serving as rental proQUALITY
from
campus,
off
16th
St. until ? Clothing, Avon
For sale, used airKenlake State Park
perty,
it
has
ITSELF
two
FOR
conditioners. Dill's Electric. Furnished, kitchen, bath. bottles, misc. furniture.
$16500
437-4462 days
bedrooms, one bath,
Recently listed 3
753-5292 Qf 753-9138.
1209 Peggy Ann Dr.
Phone 753-9104.
437-4569 nights
kitchen, living room
bedroom brick home
Yard Sale. Fri. and Sat.,
47. Motorcycles
with fireplace and
on large, beautifully
ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR
10th and 11th. Household
den or dining. Adj.
landscaped lot in ex1978 YZ100 for sale. Call
Immediate need for a degreed accountant items, some furniture. 8 til cellent
cent corner property
after
5. 489-2483
with one to two years manufacturing ex- 4. In case of rain, porch
neighborhood.
may also be purchas1979
Yamaha 80. $150.
94W
sale.
Take
out
3
mi.
to
perience. A challenging assignment Hwy 783.
ed. Priced at only
Features include livCall 437-4945.
Rob Mason Rd.,
$28,000 through Koping room with
assisting the Director of finance in all turn right, go 2 mi.
1980 Yamaha Special Low
perud Realty, 711
phases of manufacturing accounting. The Yard sale, 506 N. 5th. All fireplace, indirect
mileage extra nice 436Main.
lighting and built-in
ideal candidate is a self starter able to day Sat.
2647 after 6.
music system, forassume increasing responsibilities and 43. Real Estate
mal dining room,
family room and
requires minimal supervision. General
extra-large two-car
Ledger and manufacturing coast exBuilding lot, 1 'A
L P. Miller St. (Across hem Ceammuseity Ceeter)
garage. Home has
cents. Reduced for
perience a plus.
recently
been
Specializing in Senior Citizens
quick solo. Owner
Send resume to:
redecorated
laavind town_
Open lagers
Olrecter of Hume •
throughout. Priced in
Orme
lioesit•farp-DraligPreemie MMus- Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
'M's. Price just
w.,Rad Wets
P.O.ass746
reduced $3000. Phone
8-12 753-3685
Yob
sar•
753-1222 for all the
Nopitimils,III. 42240
comer
For Appointment
An Eyed09Firturdf,L..m/F
details.
759-1707
4,
4

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

.to

47. Motorcycles
5 753-7801
For sale 1973 500 Honda 4
cylinder. Good condition
$1000 Call 7539951 after
5 PM
Yamaha 175 Enduro, 11
/
2
yrs old, or will trade for
1967 thru 1969 Cameo or
1969 Chevelle Call 4892813
Yamaha GT-80 Good condition. $250. Call 753-7774.

48. Auto. Services
ARS PARTS
5)31. 410 $1.,
Murray,Itesiteelty

lotteries, tires,
wheel severs, sole
oecesseries. 24 hear
towing. Ake •eonpine Moe el used
wets ports.
753-5500
Chevrolet 283 engine or
parts; good 'automatic
transmission. 71 Super
Sport parts, including SS
hood. Call 753-8584 or
753-7581, both after 5
p.m.
For sale: 3 G-78X14 B.F.
Goodrich radial tires. 7530724 after 5 p.m.

49. Used Cars
IINOTICEII
If you hive a erred AN
mei • wrecker pie*
mewl be policeen im
rharaii bit you amPARKER FORD
WRECKER SERVICEDays 753-5273, Night 753'133 24 leer write.
1969 Mustang, V-8 engine,
3 speed, new sun roof, mag
wheels. $900 or make offer.
Call 435-4588.
1974 Gremlin, 6 cyl.. auto.,
air. Good condition. $1095.
489-2595.
1974 Mercury Comet, for
parts or whole car. Excellent 302 engine. Transmission and tires, $200.
753-9673.
1975 Buick LeSabre or
trade for cheaper one
753-3307
1975 Triumph Spitfire
convertible, AM/FM cassette stereo, fog lights, new
muffler and tires. Nice
condition, well kept.
$2700. Call 753-8425.
•

1979 CHEVETTI
four door
local, one owner

PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1 406 W. Mein
753-531 5

50. Used Trucks
1
2 ton short
1965 Ford /
wheel base, 429 T-Bird
engine, C-6 auto. transmission, side pipes. Needs
flywheel. 753-8210.
1977 Dodge Maxi Van, AC..
P.S., P.B.. carpeted, 36.
000 miles. $4000. 7538296.
1978 Ford Van. air, cruise,
tilt, perfect to customize.
753-4953:759-4005.
Dodge Pickup, 1976, club
cab, Adventure Sport. Air,
power, good condition, gd.
tires. Loan value $1950;
will take $1675. Call
489-2595.

1979 Chry%ler Buccaneer
sail boat, full riggins,
trailer, 4 h.p. Chrysler
motor. $2300. 753-1731.
23' all aluminum pontoon,
Riviera Cruiser. 50 hp
Evinrude motor, exc. shape
436-5364
25' Cruiser, 283 inboard
engine; in water at Kenlake
Marina, 474-2390.
Boat trailer Will fit up to
18' boat. 753-0724 after 5
p.m
For sale, Boat house with
living quarters located in
Cypress Bay Resort. B.A.
Daniel, 724 Walnut, Murphysboro, III. 62966
Rason Craft hull jet boat,
400 Chevy
motor
436-5814.

53. Services Offered
Bill's Upholstery. We give
your car, boat or furniture a
new look! Located behind
Dairy Queen. Call
753-8085.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover, 7531873.
Announcing Jones and Gray
Upholstery. Two former
MSU
upholsterers,
specialists in home and institutional upholstery. 8-4,
Monday through Friday.
492-8307. After hours, Barbara Gray, 753-6265;
Sherry Jones, 153-6150.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpentry, concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates! No job too small.
Call days '474-2359, 4742276 evenings.
IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE.
Datsun, VW, Honda, Fiat,
Capri. Toyota. Buick, Audi,
Mazda, Chevy Luv. Motors,
transmissions. Repair and
save. 474-2325.
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873, Jack
G lover.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
estimates! No lob too
small!
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
Whirlpool,
Kenmore,
Westinghouse. Experienced
independent service. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,.
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.

Sears For tree estimates
call 753-2310
Carpenter work wanted. 30
yrs. experience Call 4362253.
Concrete and block, brick
work Basements, driveways, storm cellars, porches 20 years experience
753-5476
Dale Spenser's portable
sand blasting and painting.
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626.
ELDERLY? DISABLED? INFIRMED? Variety of service
to assist you in independent living. Call HOME
A.I.D. 759-1337.

I

Aluminum Service
aluminum and
siding, custom
work. References.
Will Ed Bailey,
0689.

Co.,
vinyl
trimi
Call
753-.§.

Exterior and Interior Painting Phone 753-3450 or
see Herman Wicker.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Get your. tobacco firing
wood now! Sawmill slabs
$8.00/bundle loaded, or
you load loose slabs at
$5.00 a pickup load.
753-7531
Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for, free
estimate.
Hardworking, trustworthy
laborer, available anytime.
Will do most anything.
$4.00 an hour. 753-5058.
Lawn Service. Hedge,
prune, tree. Free estimate.
Call 436-2997.
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203.

I=

air mod Imo
repair.
WOMB Of MIND
222 S. 121h St
753-5845

Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536
Professional Painting and
Paper Hanging by the hour
or lob. Free Estimates; 25
yrs, experience. All work
guaranteed. Call 759-1305
after 5 p.m.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair.
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
753-9226 for free estimate.
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed. Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
or call_ day Of night,
1-442-7026.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will mow yards, 15 years
experience. Call 753-6564.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656.

•

56. Free Column
Free puppies. Call 4374945.
Pet Rabbit. black and
white, to give away 11
/
2 yrs.
old. Needs good home.
489-2659.

51. Campers
1969 17' camper. Completely refinished-Oh inside.
Gas and electricity, new
refrigerator, new tires.
Ready ,to go. $1500.
492-8555.
1973 19' Giles camper.
$2400. Exc. condition.
753-8451.1977 Pace Arrow motor
home. 25 ft , fully equiped
Located in Aurora, KY
474-8884. •

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
14' Lowe iine, 48" bottom
1979 28 hp motor, trailer.
753-3621 or 753-4871.
16' GI/ashen, walk-thru
windshield, top/side curial-KV, pokier tilt, 60 hpEvinrude, heavy duty trailer
Good condition. $2500
firm. 753-0004 day, 7539274 after 5 pm

FIVE MILES FROM KY. LAKE
Price reduced from $32,000 to $25,000
Owner will sell or trade for acreage. Quitest place
in the county. Fully carpeted, 3 bedroom house
on 1 /
1
2 acre lot. living room 1 6x24 with
fireplace. Family room 1 2x1 2, 28x40 garage and
work shop on first floor and living area on second
floor. Portly finished, paneling and ceiling in sub
floor in. It is wired and has good wl for house
and garage. Has gas heat and two septic
systems..
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District Dairy Show-4-H & FFA
5:00 p.m.-4-H Rabbit Show
6:30 p.m.—Official Opening
7:00 p.m.—Form Tractor Pull

•
•

1111

Thursday's I°.
•
Events
•
July 16th
•
1:00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m.-4.H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.—Demo Derby

•
•

•
•

6:00 p.m.—Hotestein IL Friesian Cattle Show
7:00 p.m—Mini Rod Tractor Pull

6:00 p.m.—Jersey Cattle Show
Family Night
7:00 p.m.—Horse& Mule Pull

Saturday's
Events
July 18th
10:00 am.—Form Bureau Day
4:00 p.m.—Pony Pull
7:30 p.m.—Gospel Music Show

COLORED PRINT

